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No, this isn't Hope's latest
building project, but in-
stallation of large-scale
sculpture that will grace the
.Hope campus through the
end of May. For more de-
tails see page six.
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Budget Payment
Plan Initiated
Hope College will initiate a budget
payment plan beginning with the 1982-83
school year to assist families in paying
tuition and other fees.
"Mpst people manage their financial
affeirs on a monthly basis, but colleges
have traditionally required that payments
for tuition and fees be made in full at
registration," said William K. Anderson,
vice president for business and finance.
"We feel our budget payment plan,
which allows monthly payments, will
help parents and students with their fi-
nancial planning and relieve the pressure
of having to make a large payment at the
beginning of each seniester."
There will be no costs or finance
charges associated with the plan unless
payments become delinquent,' according
to Anderson.
Tuition next year will be $4,980. Other
costs for students living on campus will
be $960 for room and $T330 for board if
a 21-meal plan is purchased. -There are
other alternative meal plans available.
There is also a $30 activities fee for all
students.
Information on the budget payment
plan may be obtained frqm the Hope
College business office.
117th Class Nears Commencement
The 117th Hope College graduating class
will be honored the weekend of May 8-9 as
the College community celebrates Alumni
Day, Baccalaureate and Commencement.
Approximately 445 seniors are eligible to
receive the bachelor's degree, according to the
Registrar's Office. Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor
of Music and Bachelor of Science degrees will
be awarded.
Commencement will be held at the Holland
Civic Center on Sunday, May 9, at 3 p.m.
Baccalaureate will be held earlier Sunday,
beginning at 11 a. in. in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel.
Thq Board of Trustees will confer an hon-
orary Doctor of Humane Letters degree upon
Dr. Barbara Reynolds, a distinguished Ital-
ianist iwho will be a visiting professor at Hope,
in late April and early May, and an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree upon Michigan Su-
preme Court Chief Justice Mary S. Coleman,
who will deliver the commencement address.
Dr. Reynolds was a lecturer at Cambridge
University, England, for 22 years. She is best
known for her Cambridge Italian Dictionary,
an enterprise which was 14 years in the
making and published in 1962. She has trans-
lated works on Dante and Ariosto, authored
numerous scholarly articles and co-authored a
book on painting with her late husband. Pro-
fessor Lewis Thorpe. She currently is writing
JUSTICE COLEMAN DR. COOK
a book on her close friend and godmother, the
late Dorothy Sayers, and is managing editor
of a new Anglo-American journal. Seven.
Chief Justice Coleman became the first
woman elected to Michigan's Supreme Court
in 1972. Seven years later she became the
first woman in the U.S. to be elected by her
peers to the chief justice post and is now
serving her second two-year term as the lead-
er, spokesperson and chief administrative of-
ficer of the state court system. Prior to her
Supreme Court appointment she was probate
and juvenile judge for Calhoun County.
A graduate of the University of Maryland,
she earned her law degree from George
Washington University. She holds honorary
degrees from nine colleges and universities.
Recent awards include the Michigan American
Association of University Women's Dis-
tinguished Service Award (1979), the Detroit
News' Top 10 Michiganians of the Year
Award (1980), the Michigan Juvenile Deten-
tion Association's Distinguished Service
Award (1980) and the American Judges Asso-
ciation Award of Merit (1980).
Dr. James I. Cook, vice president of the
General Synod of the Reformed Church in
America and professor of New Testament at
Western Theological Seminary, will preach
the Baccalaureate sermon.
A 1948 Hope Alumnus, Cook is a graduate
of New Brunswick Theological Seminary and
received his master's degree from Michigan
State University and the doctorate from
(continued on page 2)
Nursing Degree
Program Okayed
Hope Included in Selective Guide to Colleges
There are over 3,000 colleges in the United
States. Of these, 265 are "the best and most
interesting four-year institutions in the coun-
try," according to Edward B. Fiske, education
editor of The New York Times. Hope College
is one of those 265 institutions.
Fiske's choices are made public in a recently
published book, The New York Times Selec-
tive Guide to Colleges. Only five Michigan
institutions are featured.
The colleges included in the book are listed
alphabetically and described in short profiles.
Six broad areas are covered: academics, stu-
dent body, housing, food, social life and ex-
tracurricular activities. Asterisks rate each
college's academic quality, social life and qual-
ity of life (similar to the system used in
restaurant and travel guides), with five stars
being the maximum rating.
Academics and social life at Hope each
received a three-star rating, and the quality of
life was given a four-star rating.
the town in which it is situated: small, re-
ligious and conservative in values and poli-
tics." Also noted is the fact that many
students are children of alumni and that "this
generational loyalty hints at the affection stu-
dents develop for this college. Like their par-
ents before them, they come to Hope not
only for its strong academic program but also
for the supportive Christian community."
The sciences are described as Hope's
"strongest academic suit" and the offerings of
the English, religion, education and music
departments also are lauded.
The variety of off-campus programs and
special May and June terms available is high-
lighted in the profile of Hope, as is the
College's "community-oriented" social life
with its "heavy emphasis on clean fun."
"Freshman-sophomore contests, such as a
giant tug-of-war, unify the campus and at-
tract more participants than do weekend
bashes," the Guide notes.
pieces — that Hope students enjoy close rela-
tionships with their professors — withstood the
unbiased analysis of Fisk and his journalistic
staff. "The Hope faculty, almost all of them
practicing Christians, play a large part in
sustaining the college's supportive community
atmosphere. 'I've washed dishes, played foot-
ball, sung Christmas carols, and argued good-
naturedly with my profs and really enjoyed
them as friends,' one woman reports. Faculty
friendships are among students' most reward-
ing experiences," the guide states.
On the negative side, Hope's library collec-
tion is judged "mediocre" and Holland is
pictured as more small-town than it probably
strikes most students. ("When campus attrac-
tions pale, there are few options left besides
the library" seems an overstatement in view
of the fact that two movie theatres, several
parks and the downtown shopping area are
just blocks from campus.)
The New York Times Selective Guide to
The Michigan Board of Nursing on April 14
gave initial approval for establishment by
Hope College and Calvin College of a cooper-
ative baccalaureate degree program in nursing
beginning next fall.
Upon completion of the four-year curricu-
lum on either the Hope or Calvin campus, a
student will receive the Bachelor of Science
degree in Nursing.
"While baccalaureate nursing programs in
liberal arts colleges such as Hope and Calvin
are commonplace, cooperative programs be-
tween educational institutions are not," notes
Dr. Cynthia Kielinen, chairperson of the
nursing department.
The colleges will work cooperatively with
Butterworth Hospital in Grand Rapids and
Holland Community Hospital which will
serve as the clinical sites.
"A major goal in this relationship between
the colleges and hospitals will be to ensure
quality baccalaureate nursing education while
at the same time bridging the gap that fre-
quently exists between nursing practice and
nursing eduacation," said Kielinen.
The new nursing program responds to an
expressed strong interest in nursing among
young people of the Reformed and Christian
Reformed denominations. Both denomina-
tions have traditionally emphasized the
"helping professions" through their academic
programs and philosophies.
The colleges plan to admit 50 students into
the program beginning next fall. Thereafter,
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Chemistry Prof Receives
National Educator Award
Michael P. Doyle, professor of chemistry,
is one of four recipients of this year's pres-
tigious Chemical Manufacturers Association
Four- Year College National Chemistry Teach-
er Catalyst Award.
"Professor Doyle joins a distinguished
group of chemical educators . . . People in the
academe and industry value the recognition
given by the CMA Award. The teaching
excellence and contributions to chemical edu-
cation made at Hope College through educa-
tors of the caliber of Professor Doyle are well
known," said CMA president Robert A. Ro-
land, who announced the award.
Doyle will be presented the CMA award at
Hope's Honors Convocation on April 29.
Doyle, 39, joined the Hope faculty in 1968.
He was chairman of the chemistry depart-
ment from 1976-1979. He has authored or co-
authored over 50 articles on various facets of
organic chemistry research and is the co-
author (along with Hope alumnus Douglas C.
Neckers) of Organic Chemistry, a one-year
introductory textbook published by John
Wiley and. Sons in 1977. He has also co-
authored several study guides and manuals to
use with that textbook.
Doyle is an associate menber of the IUPAC
Commission on Physical Organic Chemistry,
and serves as president and newsletter editor
for the Council on Undergraduate Research.
In 1977 he was an observer for the IUPAC
Assembly in Warsaw, Poland, as a National
Research Council selection. He held the pres-- i
PROF. MICHAEL P. DOYLE
tigious Henry and Camille Dreyfus Founda-
tion Teacher-Scholar Award from 1973-78.
He is a graduate of the College of St.
Thomas in St. Paul, Minn. He holds the
Ph.D. from Iowa State University and has
done postdoctoral study at the University of
Chicago.
He and his wife Jan jiave two daughters;
Teresa, 16, and Jennifer, 12.
NEW HOUSING: New student apartment complex is expected to be ready for start of the
1982-83 school year. The 24-unit building is across from the Dow Center on 13th Street east
of Columbia Avenue. The SI. 6 million building will serve up to 110 students. Project is part of
an ongoing effort to improve the quality of residential life for Hope Students.
Hope Included in New
Selective Guide to Colleges
Renovation of Durfee Hall
Includes New Computer Center
The Board of Trustees has authorized a
major renovation of Durfee Hall, a dormitory
on the Hope campus since 1950.
The $956,000 project, scheduled to begin
this spring, is intended to improve the general
living environment, reduce energy consump-
tion and provide needed space for the Col-
lege's Computer Center.
The project is part of an on-going effort to
improve the quality of residential life for
Hope students. Renovation projects completed -
in recent years have included Van Vleck and
Voorhees residence halls and the expansion of
the Phelps Hall dining room.
Work at Durfee will include installation of
a new hot water heating system, a new roof,
energy-efficient windows, new doors, ex-
panded study areas and a general refurbishing
throughout.
The Computer Center will occupy the area
formerly used as a kitchen and cafeteria. The
college is presently receiving proposals for a
new computer that would be installed at Dur-
fee Hall.
The College's present computer is located
in VanderWerf Hall for Mathematics and
Physics. Most users utilize terminals located
throughout campus to gain access to the
computer.
The vacated space in VanderWerf Hall will
be committed to the College's growing math-
ematics, computer science and physics
programs.
The project is expected to be completed in
time for the start of the 1982-83 academic
year.
(continued from page 1)
Colleges is "the only college guide which
combines accurate statistical information and
detailed, candid essays describing all aspects of
college life, based on extensive research in
which students and administrators partici-
pated," stated Sandee Brawarsky, director of
publicity for Times Books, at the time of its
release. In the weeks since, the book has
spawned furor on many campuses because, of
alleged inaccuracies and a breezy writing style
which some claim is more subjective than
journalistic. In mid-March the publishers an-
nounced they would remove the Times' name
from future editions because "Upon reflec-
tion, we feel that the use of the name of the
New York Times so prominently in the title
117th Commencement
(continued from page 1)
Princeton Theological Seminary. A frequent
lecturer and, author on various subjects. Cook
published in December a book on American
New Testament scholar Edgar Johnson Good-
speed as part of a series sponsored by the
Society of Biblical Literature.
Eight alumni classes and members of the
50-Year Circle will participate in the annual
Alumni Day activities on Saturday, May 8.
Classes scheduled to hold reunions include
1932, 1937, 1942, 1947, 1952, 1957, 1962 and
1967. The Fifty Year Circle is comprised of
alumni who graduated from either Hope Pre-
paratory School or Hope College more than
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50 years ago. Members of the classes of 1972
and 1977 will hold their reunions next fall at
Homecoming.
A schedule of Alumni Day events appears
on page 11 of this issue of News from Hope
College.
The Alumni Day Dinner will be held on
Saturday evening in the Phelps Hall dining
room. Punch will be served at 5:30 p.m.,
with dinner following at 6 p.m. Tickets are
available for $7.50 each from the Alumni
Office.
All alumni and friends of the College are
invited to attend the banquet.
Senior Honored As
Student Teacher
Hope College senior Rachelle Sturrus of
Jenison, Mich, was awarded a scholarship in
recognition of outstanding performance dur-
ing a student-teaching experience in London
this past fall semester.
A special education major at Hope with an
emphasis on learning disabilities, Miss Stur-
rus was awarded the Carmen Lewis Schaecher
Memorial Scholarship for her work and
"promise for success within the teaching
profession."
Her college coordinator in England noted
that the award was "a powerful testimony to
Rachelle's excellent potential that she was
awarded this scholarship against the competi-
tion of student teachers selectively drawn
was inappropriate, since the judgments about
the colleges and universities are those of the
Times' education editor, Edward B. Fiske, and
not those of the newspaper." In addition,
public relations directors are being given op-
portunity to point out errors, omissions and
"any judgment open to serious questions so
that inaccuracies can be removed from future
editions.
Of course, no buyer's guide to the college
market is likely to read like a college catalog.
James Bekkering, Hope's dean for admissions,
believes that such guides, while not always
completely accurate representations of an in-
stitution, can serve a purpose in the selection
of a college to attend.
"They give you a very broad measuring
stick for looking at colleges," he notes. "If a
family is uncertain about the kind of college
they want — in terms of social life, setting,
location, size, etc. — then books like this can
give themSome very valuable general infor-
mation. But if a family chooses a college on
the basis of that information alone they're
making a mistake. A guide to colleges should
only be the starting point for making that
decision."
Tom Renner, director of information ser-
vices, says there are some minor factual er-
rors in the Guide's description of Hope. For
example, the book reports too large a percent-
age of the student body as belonging to a
fraternity or sorority and implies that frater-
nities and sorority members live off-campus
when in fact those organizations are head-
quartered in college-owned facilities on
campus.
But all in all, few at Hope find fault with
the Guide's summary that "for those eager
for a no-nonsense education, with a strong




Three* Hope College students participated in
the American Dance Festival Association's
second Midwestern Festival at the University
of Wisconsin, Madison in March.
Carol Bringman, a junior from Traverse
City, Mich.; Kathleen McGory, a junior from
Zeeland, Mich. ; and ,Lorrie Sanderson, a se-
nior from Cadillac, Mich, performed a num-
ber entitled "Interludes" for adjudication in
addition to participating in .master classes and
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Alumni Will Honor Three for Service
A retired church leader, the national presi-
dent of the Women's League for Hope Col-
lege, and a respected probate judge will
receive Distinguished Alumnus/Alumna
Awards at the Alumni Day Dinner on Satur-
day, May 8. The dinner will be held in Phelps
Hall on the Hope campus. The event begins
at 5:30 p.m.
The Rev. Bernard ]. Mulder ,T9 of Douglas,
Mich., former editor of the Reformed Church
in America's magazine. The Church Herald,
and general secretary of the RCA Board of
Education for 20 years, Evelyn VanDairT'SO
Smallegan of Zeeland, Mich., a mother of six
who has. been active in church, community
and Hope College organizations, and the Hon.
A. Dale Stoppels '46 of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
judge of probate for Kent County'since 1958,
all will receive the Alumni Association's high-
est honor, bringing the total number of Dis-
tinguished Alumni up to 50. The program
was inaugurated in 1970. Alumni are encour-
aged to nominate worthy individuals by con-
tacting the Alumni Office. The Alumni Board-
studies these nominees and chooses each
year's recipients by vote.
The Rev. Mulcler is a graduate of Western
Theological Seminary and served churches in
Michigan and Iowa during his early career. In
1937 he"ecame the first established editor
and manager of The Church Herald. During
the eight years he held this position, subscrip-
tions increased by almost 800 percent and
Mulder was elected to a two-year term as
president of the National Associate Church
Press.
In 1945 he was named general secretary of
the RC£ Board of Education. In this capacity
he edited a quarterly publication of the Na-
tional Council of Higher Education for five
years, was president of that council for two
years, was a member of the committee which
established the National Council of Churches
in 1950 and a representative to this organiza-
tion for 12 years, and was co-founder and co-
editor of the Covenant Life Curriculum mate-
rial published in cooperation with the South-
ern Presbyterian Church.
He was a consultant to education groups in
Egypt, Iordan, Jerusalem, Lebanon, and Japan.
Mulder is a former trustee of Hope Col-
lege, Central College and Western Theological
Seminary.
He retired in 1965 at age 70 and continues
his interest in Christian education and pastur-
ing through volunteer activities.
Mulder's wife, the former Louise Weaver
'20, died several years ago. The couple's three
children are all Hope alumni: Judy VanZandt
'49, Bette Burton '45 and Dona Rypstra '47.
Mrs. Smallegan is an active participant in
the life of her community, church and alma
mater. She began a teaching career at Zeeland
High School in 1951, taking time out to raise-
six children. During her 18 years of active
teaching, she has been a member of Zeeland
High's English and Alternative Education de-
partments and active in the Michigan Associa-
tion of Educational Options.
She is the current national president of The
Women’s League for Hope College. In 1957
she was the first chairperson of The Village
Square, an experimental fund-raiser which
during the 25 years since has raised more
than $500,000 for Hope dorms and furnish-
ings. She is a past president of the Zeeland
chapter of the Women's League.
Smallegan is an active member of Second
Reformed Church of Zeeland, where she has
been a Sunday school teacher, guild president
and choir member in addition to several spe-
cial project responsibilities. She has been a
member of the RCA's Michigan Synod youth
Committee since 1976 and chaired this group
from 1979-81.
She is vice president of Zeeland's Heritage
Homes Board, a board member of United
Way and a popular book reviewer.
She is married to John E. Smallegan '51.
Her daughter, Barbara Jo Smallegan '69
Huizenga is a Hope alumna and the youngest,
Elizabeth, is a Hope freshman. Other children
are Edward, Jack, Daniel and Donald.
Judge Stoppels is a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Michigan Law School and was a Naval
officer in the South Pacific during World War
II. He was assistant prosecuting attorney for
Kent County from 1953 until 1958 when he
was elected judge of probate.
He served Hope College for 13 years as a
member of the Board of Trustees and in 1975
was named an honorary trustee.
In 1965 he was the founding director and
first chairman of Big Brothers of Grand
Rapids and later served as its chairman of the
board.
Other community activities include direct-
ing the Grand Rapids Urban League from
1959-65, serving on the board of directors of
the local Child Guidance Clinic and Mary
Free Bed Hospital, and a position on the
advisory board of Booth Memorial Hospital.
Stoppels is currently a member of the ad-
visory board of the Salvation Army and a
trustee of Ferguson Hospital.
He holds membership in several profes-
sional societies and is a guest lecturer at The
Institute of Continuing Legal Education at
Ann Arbor, Mich.
He is married to the former June Dunster
'52 and has three children: Elizabeth, Jillion
and John '77.




The Hope College Alumni Annual Fund
has reached 79 percent of its $500,000 goal,
according to national drive chairman John
VerSteeg '65.
Through the end of February alumni con-
tributions to the annual fund totaled
$396,967. Last year at this time contributions
represented 78 percent of the goal and the
campaign went over the top for the sixth
straight year. Alumni contributions to the
annual fund last year totaled $452,123.
The number of donors is ahead of a year
ago. Through the end of February there were
4,261 contributors compared to 3,995 for the
same time in 80-81. There were a record
5,174 donors last year and the goal for this
campaign is 5,300.
Six classes have already contributed more
than $10,000 to this year's campaign, accord-
ing to Cindy Pocock, associate director of
.annual funds. They are the classes of 1949,
1950, 1952, 1962, 1964 and 1965.
Pocock paid special tribute to the members
of 18 classes whose gifts to this year's cam-
paign already have surpassed their total giv-
ing for the entire 80-81 drive. At this time
last year only five classes had achieved that
accomplishment. Classes recognized for reach-
ing the milestone are 1917, 1919, 1922, 1925,
1928, 1932, 1933, 1937, 1946, 1950, 1953, 1954,
1962, 1966, 1971, 1976, 1980 and 1981.
There are approximately 805 new donors tq
this year's campaign. On the other side of the
ledger, however, there are about 1.650 alumni
who contributed last year, but have not been
heard from in this drive.
Jay E, Folkcrt, professor of mathematics,
will retire this spring after 36 years on the
Hope faculty.
"During all those years, his service to the
College was marked first by a dedication to
the teaching of students and secondly to the
teaching of mathematics," said Provost David
G. Marker, in announcing' Folkert's
retirement.
Folkert came to Hope in the fall of 1946
when enrollment increased dramatically with
the end of World War II, A 1939 graduate of
Hope, Folkert had earned a master's degree in
mathematics from the University of Michigan
and was teaching in a high school when
appointed.
In 1955 he earned thy Ph.D. from Michigan
State University and in 1957 was named
chairman of the mathematics department, a
position he held for 14 years.
"During Professor Folkert's 14 years as
department chairman significant changes took
place," says Elliot Tanis, current chairman.
"Improvements were made in the curriculum
both in service courses and in courses for
students majoring in mathematics. The math-
ematics major was strengthened both by the
number of courses offered and also by the
content and level at which they were taught.
These changes in the program established
mathematics as a body of knowledge in its
own right and as a viable field of study for
those who wished to become mathematicians.
Another- significant addition during these
years was the introduction of courses in com-
puter science. Dr. Folkert was instrumental in
the preliminary stages leading up to the pur-
chase of Hope College's first computer and
supportive of the additional courses in com-
puter science."
For 10 years Folkert was director of the
National Science Foundation summer in-
stitutes for teachers of mathematics held on
campus. Courses taught were especially de-
signed for experienced teachers, and guest
lecturers complemented the Hope faculty
JAY E. FOLKERT
In 1963 the mathematics department moved
into expanded quarters in the Physics-Math
Building, renamed VanderWerf Hall last fall.
In 1971 Folkert resigned as chairman and
was granted a sabbatical. He returned to full-
time classroom teaching the following year
and continued his special research interest in
the area of problem solving. In 1978 he was a
participant in the Oak Ridge Semester pro-
gram, affording opportunity to do research
and publish a paper.
Charles Steketee, professor-emeritus of
mathematics who retired last spring, came to
the Hope faculty with Folkert in 1946, joining
longtime professor Albert E. Lampen to create
a three-person depanment. Steketee recalls
the impression his colleague made during
"He was dedicated to his task, he was well
prepared in his field and capable in handling
the teaching of mathematics -to the young
aspirants. He was thorough and direct. He
was a believer in daily practice assignments
and regular paper grading as a means to
greater mastery. He expected consistent at-
tendance and quality performance as well as
steady progress. It soon became evident that
he was an ardent instructor who could reveal
the logical struaure and relationships of
mathematics in depth.
"He proved to be an excellent leader in the
development of an expanded department in
the newly built Physics-Math Building (now
named Vander Werf Hall). His direction of
the National Science Foundation summer pro-
jects for teachers of high school mathematics
set a standard of careful planning and leader-
ship which was recognized as outstanding.
This was truly a pioneer undertaking on our
campus. Dr. Folkert has shown that he was
always well aware of Hope's purpose for
being and the responsibility that each member
of the faculty has in developing each student
to his fullest potential, remembering as well
that this is to be done in a setting amenable
to the Christian faith."
Provost Marker adds further tribute: "Jay
is wholeheartedly committed to the goals and
purposes of the College. Among the most
obvious of his personal attributes are integ-
rity, forthrightness, a wry sense of humor —
expressed at just the right time with a de-
lightful smile or laugh — and a wholehearted
commitment to the historic Christian faith.
"I remember with great pleasure the many
interesting theological discussions which we
have enjoyed over the years. Although we
most often agreed, we sometimes disagreed.
Without fail, I have come away from those
discussions with only the highest respect and
affection for Jay as a person and as a Chris-
tian gentleman."
Folkert and his wife Marian have three
children: Elaine Folkert '47 Heneveld, Victor
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Hope Celebrates U.S. -Netherlands Treaty
An exhibition of modern Dutch art will
highlight Hope's College's celebration of the
200th anniversary of the Treaty of Amity and
Commerce between the Netherlands and the
United States, which was signed on Oct. 8,
1782, following the establishment of diplo-
matic relations on April 19 of that same year.
The exhibit, which will include works by
Vincent Van Gogh, Piet Mondrian, M. C.
Escher and other less well known Dutch art-
ists, has been designated an official event by
the Netherlands-American Bicentennial Com-
mission. The exhibit, scheduled to run Oct.
2-Nov. 13, will inaugurate Hope's new De-
Pree Art Center and Gallery.
Titled "Dutch Art and Modern Life:
1882-1982," the show will be comprised of
"characteristic examples of important indi-
viduals and styles, some of which are not
available to the American viewing public, es-
pecially in the Midwest," according to John
Wilson, chairman of the art department who
will serve as director of the new gallery when
it opens in the fall.
Another aim of the show, Wilson informs,
is to give exposure to works of art which
relate to modern concepts — the natural and
the urban worlds, the material and the spir-
itual worlds, the world as realism and the
world as abstraction.
Approximately 50 works will be displayed.
Planning and implementation of the show was
funded in part by a grant from the Michigan
Council for the Humanities and the Michigan
* * * *
Council of the Arts.
The Hope art exhibit is one of dozens of
commemorative events which will occur on
both sides of the ocean as the U.S. and the
Netherlands jointly salute America's oldest
unbroken treaty with another nation. Official
commemoration of the event will occur from
April 19-Oct. 8 and will be highlighted in the
U.S. with two visits of Her Majesty Queen
Beatrix of The Netherlands, who will partici-
pate in Amity Day ceremonies in Washington
on April 21 and return in June to visit several
American cities, including Holland.
Several Hope students will participate in
the exchange of goodwill and culture. The
Symphonette will tour the Netherlands in late
May as will several members of Hope's choir
who, along with singers from the community
and Calvin College, make up a volunteer
choral group under the sponsorship of the
Dutch Immigrants Society. The Symphonette
will meet the choral group on May 25 in
Leyden, where they will present a concert at
the recently restored St-Pieterskerk. This con-
cert will be the official opening of the Bicen-
tennial celebration in the Netherlands and it'
is hoped that Queen Beatrix will be present,
reports Tina DeVink of the Dutch Immigrants
Socifety.
Vienna Summer School students this year
will spend three days touring the Netherlands
in observance of the Bicentennial.
Other special events in which Hope will
participate include a concert by the Hague
Philharmonic Orchestra at Calvin College on
April 20, which is co-sponsored by Hope and
Calvin, and a special vesper service in Dim-
nent Chapel on Oct. 3, arranged by Hope's
music department.
Information sessions for Tulip Time visitors
on the subject of Dutch contributions in- the
field of science are being planned by Donald
Cronkite, associate professor of biology.
Among these contributions was the invention
of the microscope, one of modern science's
most basic tools.
Special courses and colloquia in Dutch art,
Dutch/U.S. relations, Dutch-American litera-
ture and other topics will occur during the
fall, 1982, semester.
Hope College was founded by Dutch immi-
grants in the mid-1800s and today is esti-
mated to have close to 1,000 students enrolled
who are of Dutch-American descent. College
leaders have several goals for these special
Hope events, reports Jacob Nyenhuis, dean
for the arts and humanities and chairman of a
special, seven-member Netherlands-American
Cultural and Academic Relations Committee.
"First, we hope to call attention to an
important development in the history of the
U.S. in its early, formative period. Second,
we want to highlight the impact of the
Netherlands on the development of the diplo-
matic and trade relations' of our fledgling
nation. Another goal is to call attention to a
significant dimension of the heritage of this
college and the community in which it is
established. We want to develop in the com-
munity-at-large, as well as on our own cam-
pus, a heightened sense of our heritage by
focusing on this aspect of it, with the full
realization that our heritage is also comprised
of some other traditions which we hope to
focus on at other times. Finally, we hope to
provide opportunities for various disciplines to
use their knowledge and abilities to provide a
richly diverse cultural experience for our stu-
dents and our community."
The Netherland's Ambassador to the Unit-
ed States, Dr. Jan Hendrik Lubbers, is ex-
pected to visit Hope's campus this spring. The
schedule of Queen Beatrix's visit has not yet
been announced. Her mother, Juliana, visited
campus during an official state visit in 1952.
The Dutch Connection
by Harry Boonstra
What do Franklin Roosevelt, Cecil de Mille, John Updike,
and Carl Van Doren have in common? A Dutch heritage.
Some would therefore list such notables when recounting
the Dutch tradition in American life. (See, for example,
Vlekke, Hollanders Who Helped Build America). I wonder a
bit how genuine the Dutch-ness of such figures is, and one
does, I think,, stretch the notion of "Dutch tradition"
considerably.
That is not to say, of course, that there has been no such
legacy. The Dutch, along with hundreds of other ethnic
groups, make up the patchwork quilt of American life and
have ijnade a cultural impact, both within their own group
and on American life more generally.
One part of that tradition, which is sometimes ignored, is
the written record left by the Dutch, especially the news-
papers and magazines published during the earlier years of
settlement. A brief look at this immigrant journalism pro-
vides us with a close-up of the community.
Whatever faults the immigrant community may have had,
fence-sitting was not one of them. Sides were chosen freely
and there was no hesitancy to voice one's opinion — often
vigorously. This militancy came to expression especially in
religious controversies. One certainly admires the theologi-
cal knowledge of both clergy and laity as they debated
religious issues. The argumentation portrays a knowledge of
the Bible and of theology which would not be found readily
in many of our congregations today. The controversies also
showed that matters of the faith were of crucial importance.
Instead of relegating "religion" to a one page listing of
church services in the Saturday newspaper, the immigrants
experienced their faith with passionate intensity.
Of course, this intensity has a flip sicle; religious fervor
can easily turn into acrid bitterness and it frequently did.
Charges and countercharges often fill the pages of the press,
and Christian charity was evident mostly by its absence. In
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one example, an 1868 writer characterized the opposition as
follows:
You are a brood of vipers. Who more than you deserves
to be called the seed of the serpent? You carry out your
abominations under a cloak of zeal for the truth and for
godliness. This also you have learned from your father
the devil who is most dangerous when he reveals himself
as an angel of light.
Another interesting feature of the papers was the adver-
tising page. Here, among the ads for patent medicine, plows,
corsets, and caskets, we find a mirror of the settler's life.
Before 1900 the majority of the ads were written in Dutch.
One must use "Dutch" rather loosely here, because the
mother tongue was hardly pure; Dutch words were An-
glicized and English words and phrases freely intermingled
with the Dutch — no doubt very much as it was done in
daily speech. A few examples chosen at random illustrate
the point: "Nog cnkele fancy Coats tegen Cut Prices";
"Surplus en oyerdeelde winst"; "Wagens en Buggies"; "het
splitten van Floorings"; "Clear Stof in Onze Dubbele
Store".
One can also measure the economic and social status from
the advertising. The early years of De Hollander gave
generous space to ads trying to locate missing cattle and
those offering the "Stump and Grub Extractor" and other
farm supplies. But as the years progressed, the emphasis
was less on the strictly utilitarian: the gold watch became a
prominent item, and after 1900 the ads for pianos and for
music lessons speak of both greater affluence and an in-
creased interest in the finer things in life. Also, whereas the
early newspapers often showed the reliance on the non-
Dutch community for professional services, the later papers
attest to the economic and educational elevation of bankers,
lawyers, and doctors from the immigrant ranks.
Social taboos are also reflected in the advertising. An-
nouncements of circuses, plays, and movies were conspic-
uously absent. Liquor was advertised sporadically, probably
indicative of the conflicting opinions about the prohibition
movement. (Sometimes the storekeepers safeguarded them-
selves by adding: "For medicinal use"; or "A very restora-
tive remedy for our aged folk"). Tobacco, on the other
hand, was always advertised very freely in the religious as
well as the secular press.
Patent medicine ads were very common — complete with
pictures, testimonials, and extravagant claims. If the readers
had swallowed a sufficient amount of the medicine, they
would forever after have been cured of malaria, asthma,
bronchitis, influenza, pleurisy, whooping-cough, rheumatism
and stomach and kidney maladies. It is worth noting,
incidentally, that whatever gullibility the settlers may have
had about patent medicine, they also possessed a strong^
followed by those of the undertakers!
Assimilation was always a concern for the immigrant
whether expressed or not. The claims of the old world, its
language, customs, and allegiances, were soon threatened by
the new environment. And generation gaps were often
accentuated by the different assimilation rates.
Language frequently became the focal point in this assim-
ilation struggle. Several arguments were advanced for main-
taining the Dutch as long as possible. Preservation of a
strong home tradition weighed heavily. It was felt that if
children could no longer speak Dutch, home life would
suffer greatly because parents and children would no longer
be able to communicate. Also, the parents would not be able
to supervise the reading of the children.
An even more crucial area concerned the church. Preach-
ing', catechism instruction, meetings, and family devotions
were conducted in Dutch long after the business and social
affairs were carried on in English. For many years propo-
nents of Dutch argued the circle-that: (1) Dutch was the
language of the church; (2) therefore children ought to learn
Dutch; (3) so that it could remain the church language; (4)
and the next generation should again learn Dutch.
Closely related to the more formal concern of communica-
tion* was the one of isolation. There was a strong tendency
to believe that the ways of the fathers, the strict home life •
and doctrinal purity could be- best preserved if there were
very little contact with and exposure to the "American"
world. Since language was the avenue to that world, it was
felt that the use of English involved many potential dangers.
More positively, the continued use of Dutch would keep
open the access to the rich religious, theological tradition of
the Dutch church.
Thus the inability of many ministers to use English, the
concern for the older people, a fear of "contamination,” and
a sense of tradition kept Dutch as the vehicle for religious
and ecclesiastical communication for many years, especially
in the Christian Reformed Church. Not until after World
War 1 did English begin to make significant inroads, and
even then it was far from complete.
This brief sketch gives us a backwards glimpse into an
earlier community. Such a glimpse is fascinating for anyone
interested in historical perspectives. But immigration studies
need not be read only for- antiquarian reasons, or for feeding
ethnic pride, or in searching for one's roots. Interest in the
past can become a vehicle for a wider concern foT the
present. In an age of unprecedented numbers of refugees,
we need to understand the trauma of dislocation and adjust-
ing to an alien environment. Those who are children and
grandchildren of immigrants should be able to show a
special concern for those who are uprooted and trying to
find a new home. Thus a link to all those displaced from
















Are dual career marriages strengthening or
sabotaging family life in America? Does a
traditional marriage offer any chances for
fulfillment to today's woman?
Other issues were discussed during Hope's
recent all-campus Critical Issues Symposium,
"Lives in Transition: The Future of Marriage
and Family," but these two cropped up again
and again during the day's varied discussions.
The Critical Issues Symposium is atj annual
Hope event instituted in 1980. Classes are not
held. for an entire day so students, faculty and
community guests can together consider a
current issue affecting a large segment of the
world's population.
Focusing — and often not hesitant to ar-
gue — this year's theme were three guest ex-
perts who gave keynote addresses: Armand
Nicholi, a psychiatrist affiliated with Harvard
Medical School, and John and Letha Scanzoni,
co-authors of a major sociological textbook on
marriage and family. Five additional resource
persons participated in the symposium by
leading small-group focus-sessions, most of
which dealt with topics particularly relevant
to students as unmarried adults who still have
"children" status within their families.
The major address.es all dealt with the sub-
ject of who should be minding the American
home today. John and Letha Scanzoni, in
separate addresses, both endorsed the idea of
wives and mothers exploring their potentials
in the workaday world, claiming that the
resulting "egalitarian marriages" better re-
flect the two dimensions of family which God
originally intended: the dimension of creating
through meaningful work and the dimension
of relating intimately with another human
being. Both Scanzonis urged that the church
as an institution take a progressive role in
supporting the new family traditions which
are being established as feminist conscious-
ness grows in America.
Armand Nicholi, on the other hand, pre-
sented the conservative stance. He said his
own experience as a psychiatrist, coupled with
the findings of clinical research, indicate that
dual career marriages strongly increase the
chances for emotional trauma, particularly
among children, because of greatly diminished
possibilities for sustained intimacy within the
family structure. He too saw a role for Chris-
tians. Christians, he noted, have been in-
structed to love their neighbors and find
definition of "neighbor" in the story of the
Good Samaritan. Because one's neighbor in
the biblical sense is the first person in need
whom one encounters, true fulfillment for
both men and women, in Nicholi's opinion,
results from fulfilling God's commandment to
love within the family structure "first and
foremost," rather than seeking primary full-
fillment outside the home.
All three guest speakers brought with them
knowledge which shed some new perspectives
on the topic of family. John Scanzoni, for
example, revealed the findings of a recent
survey which indicated that only 29 percent
of a cross-section of the American population
preferred a traditional marriage to an equal
marriage of shared responsibilities. Armand
Nicholi presented the shocking news that the
American father gives his children only 37
seconds of undivided attention a day, less
than fathers in all other countries of the
world. Nicholi also cited a study which indi-
cated that 75 percent of divorced Americans
regret the divorce within one year after its
occurrence. Letha Scanzoni, who spent con-
siderable time in her speech outlining scrip-
tural support for doing away with sexual
stereotypes, said fundamentalist Christians
often point to the Adam and Eve account in
the Bible as proof of God's intended subser-
vient role for women, because in that passage
Eve is described as "helper" to Adam. How-
ever, she informed, the root-word used in the
Genesis account is the same one used by the
Psalmist who stated, "My help cometh from
the Lord." "It is not a word that means
'subservient' or 'inferior,'" she concluded.
Obviously, this year's symposium offered
no clear path or easy answers. But it did
provide a forum for thoughtful, informed
debate, lending just a little more credence to
the seldom-challenged but often-forgotten
adage which assures that there are always at
least two sides to every issue — including
those defined at Hope College as critical.
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Campus Considers Society's Feud About Family
Students
React
The Critical Issues Symposium gave students
the chance to hear what several experts have
to say about the future of the family. News
from Hope invited two students to have the
last word on the subject by discussing how
the symposium affected their current atti-




My plans for a dual-career marriage were
reinforced as the result of my attending sev-
eral events in this year's Critical Issues Sym-
posium. The focus session on duaL-career
marriages, led by Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen
who is a visiting faculty member af Calvin
College, seemed to give a very realistic view
of what would happen in this kind of mar-
riage set-up.
Even before the symposium, I knew the
biggest problems in a dual-career marriage
would be time and children. Van Leeuwen
didn't change my mind on that. What she did
is emphasize that dual-career parents must
take care of their children — they mustn't let
their needs be forgotten. In her family, they
set aside a particular time of the week to be
together. I think that's important and a good
suggestion.
One problem area she brought up which I
hadn't thought about before was the matter
of income. She noted that although dual-
career marriages have two incomes coming in,
they also have more expenses — things like
child care, clothing, transportation. So their
family income may end up being a little
bigger, but in the end it won't be that much
bigger. In other words, in most dual career
marriages the two partners should be working
for some reason other than financial gain.
She also gave some nitty-gritty kinds of in-
sights on things like what kind of checking
account to have, and the whole matter of who
pays for what.
Another potential problem area she dis-
cussed was the fact that two people who are
easier to grasp and more relavent to me and
my peers because it is an issue we must deal
with on a daily basis.
janet Swim
a junior from Midland, Mich.
JANET SWIM
born. I think that's true, but I hadn't really
thought about it before she talked about it.
I come from a dual-career family — of a
sort. My mom worked as a nurse and then
had kids. She gradually got involved with
Girl Scouts and became a member of its
executive board. Now, she's back in school,
getting her bachelor's in nursing.
With my group of friends in high school, it
was expected that we would go on to college
and have careers. Some of my friends ex-
pected to drop out of those careers once they
had kids. I'm planning a career in social-
psych research. I envision myself continuing
my education without interruption after I
graduate from Hope. I don't think 1 could get
a job in my field without my Ph.D., so it
seems unrealistic to stop-out at any point
JOHN RATMEYER
pretty seriously right now. He goes to an-
other school. We're trying to go to the same
graduate school — and then we'll see if mar-
riage is part of our plans.
Because I'm dating someone who isn't on
this campus, my relationship with men here
at Hope is on a friendship basis. Because of
this, I was interested in another focus session
on the subject of friending as an alternative to
dating, which was led by John Scanzoni, one
of the symposium's main speakers. He called
friending an alternative to dating. I see it
more as an addition to dating.
Although I attended sessions during both of
Hope's previous Critical Issues Symposiums,
the other two issues — energy and the Middle
East — were more political in nature and less
appealing to me because of their more ab-
Singleness
I didn't know what to expect when I decid-
ed to attend one of the focus sessions in our
Critical Issues Symposium. Ruth Schmidt, an
educator from Wheaton College in Mas-
sachusetts, led the session which I attended.
"Everyone's Single Sometime: How to Make
the Most of It" was a presentation aimed at
showing, people that they may be happy in
their singleness in and of itself, and not only
view being single as not being married or as a
condition preceding marriage. What most in-
terested me was the speaker's approach to
espousing this particular idea about single-
ness. She seemed to express the opinion not
only that marriage is less desirable than sin-
gleness, but also that it may be unnecessary
within the context of the Christian church.
Her main justification of this, of course, was
the fact that our family, our only family,
should be that which is founded in God's
kingdom.
Personally, I did not feel the symposium
lectures and focus sessions changed my mind
or ideas about marriage and family. They did,
however, give me a chance to encounter some
individuals vyhose ideas were different, to a
degree, from those I hold. The session de-
scribed above forced me to think about ques-
tions which, although they may have been in
my mind for some time, have not come out
in everyday conversation. One just doesn't
seem to discuss the issues of marriage and
family while in a school situation where the
problems of daily study and other mundane
concerns occupy one's time.
The Critical Issues Symposium gave most
us a chance to take a day away from such
things and to concentrate on marriage and
family as growing concerns in this country.
The symposium provided, for me, most of all
a forum in which to share my views with
others and to benefit from the broad diversity
of beliefs which were brought out of the
sessions held throughout the day. Even if
one's beliefs aren't dramatically changed by
such interaction, the least that can happen is
that one can learn to articulate one's beliefs,
as well as listen to those of others in an active
discussion of the issues. I was glad to partici-
pate in such a thoughtful day.
John Ratmeyer, a junior from Staten
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What's Happening at Hope?
American Eight
A major exhibition of large-scale modem sculpture will be
displayed on the Hope campus beginning tlje week of April
26 and continuing through May.
The show, "American Eight," features the work of eight
American sculptors. It is a traveling sculpture exhibition
developed by Construct of Chicago and sponsored by Hart
and Cooley Manufacturing Company, of Holland, a division
of Interpace Corporation.
The sculpture is being shown in Michigan for the first time.
A map showing its placement on campus is pictured below.
Information on educational tours may be obtained from
Prof. William Mayer, (616) 392-5111, ext, 3170.
The Arts
April
15 Senior Recital: Bryan Uecker, pianist; Dimnent Chapel,.
8 p.m. <
17 Senior Recital: Nancy Tait, oboist and chamber ensemble;
Wichers Aud., 2 p.m.
18 Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Aud., 4 p.m.
23 Hope College Concert Band and Chorus; Dimnent Chapel,
8 p.m.
23-24 Theatre Production: "Under Milk Wood"; DeWitt Center,
8 p.m.
24 Senior Recital: Nancy MacArthur, sopranoand Mary Soeter,
- harpist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
25 Hope College Chapel Choir Concert; Dimnent Chapel,
8:30 p.m.
27 Hope College Orchestra & Symphonette Concert, featuring
winners of the concerto contest; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
28-30 Theatre Production: "Under Milk Wood"; DeWitt Center,
8 p.m.
29 Music Department Student Recital; Wichers Aud., 7 p.m.
30 Opera Scenes; Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
May
1 Opera Scenes; Wichers Aud., 8 p.m.
1 Theatre Production: "Under Milk Wood"; DeWitt Center,
8 p.m.
12-15 Tulip Time Organ Recitals: Dimnent Chapel. Twenty minute




50 Year Circle Jac Tigelaar
Class of 1932 ' Louis Damstra
Class of 1937 Dorothy Parker Luyendyk
Class of 1942 Lorraine Timmer Bertsch
Class of 1947 Edna Van Tatenhove Haworth
Class of 1952 William Bocks
Class of 1957 Norman Boeve
Class of 1962 Roberta Russell Potiis
Class of 1967 Susan Sonneveldt Neckers
Saturday, May 8




Hope will host both the women's and men's Michigan Inter-
collegiate Athletic Association track and field meet tlfis
spring. The Flying Dutch wil be seeking to defend their
championship when they host the women's meet on Friday,
April 30. The men's meet will be run Thursday and Friday,





A sequel to the conference held October 19. Led by Nancy
lohnson, it will deal specifically with curriculum development
for gifted children. Designed for teachers and administrators.




A special day geared toward the high school sophomore or
junior who is just beginning the col lege- search process. Parents
are encouraged to attend , too. Contact Office of Admissions for
further information (616)392-51 11, 'ext. 2200.
Playbill
The theatre department will present four productions during
the school year in the DeWitt Student and Cultural Center. The
box office opens approximately two weeks before each show. .
For information and reservations call (616)392-1449.
Fri.-Sat., Apr. 23-24
Wed. -Sat., Apr. 28-May 1
"Under Milk Wood" by Dylan Thomas
August Seminars N
The art and English departments will offer five seminars
from Aug. 5—10 that may be taken for enrichment or credit.
The seminars will meet six consecutive mornings from 9
a.m. to noon,
Seminar topics will be Painting in the Netherlands, Teaching
Writing to Elementary Students, Three Women Writers:
Chopin, Porter and Atwood, Contemporary America Poetry:
The _ Generation After Frost, After Eliot, who is
there?, and the Drama of Eugene O'Neill.
Information on August Seminars may be obtained from the
Hope College Registrar.
Summer Courses ’82
Hope offers a variety of on-campus and off-campus courses
during its three week May and June terms and traditional
six week Summer session.
Intensive study opportunities are available in a variety of
subject areas such as primitive pottery firing methods,
advanced piano, basic techniques of sound design for theatri-
cal performance, computer science and contemporary Ameri-
can poetry.
There will be numerous off-campus study programs in
places such as London (business administration), the West
Indies (geology), Japan (interdisciplinary studies) and Wash-
ington (political science).




Explorientation '82, for high school students who have
completed their sophomore or junior year, is intended to help
students explore the possibilities of a college education. There
are classroom experiences, extra curricular activities and free
time. Students will live in college housing, learn from college
professors and operate on a college schedule. For further
information contact Mary Kraai at the Admissions Office,
(616)392-5111, ext. 2200.
Vienna Summer School
Deadline for submitting applications for the 26th annual Hope
College Vienna summer session is April l . The program is open
to qualified applicants of all ages who have completed at least
one year of college at an accredited institution. The program
beings June 5 and consists of two three-week academic sessions
concluding- July 16. The program includes many cultural
activities and weekend excursions as well ds an optional study
tour.
Information may be obtained from Dr. Neal Sobania,





























Residence Halls Open, 8 a.m.
Freshman Orientation, Begins
Late Registration






Registration for Spring Semester
Last Day of Classes
Semester Examinations
Residence Halls Open
Registration for New Students
Classes Begin
Winter Recess
Critical Issues Symposium Day
Spring Recess
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"You cannot hope to build a better world
without improving the individuals. To that
end each of us must work for his own im-
provement, and at the same time share a
genuine responsibility for all humanity."
Madame Marie Curie
A recent Hope College catalog profile
quotes Nancy Miller, associate professor of
education, as stating, "I don't operate well in
a course Until I know everyone's name be-
cause then I can begin to think of them as
individuals." Grace Callendar and Kathy Bull-
ard, education majors at Hope, speak
positively of their classroom experience with
Dr. Miller: "She found something that
turned on each student. The way she taught
us worked with the way she told us to
teach." Talking with Miller confirms the im-
pression that a' focus on the individual is, to
her, one very important aspect of education.
lit light of this series of "Mindpower"
articles. Miller's role as an "educator of edu-
cators" is a crucial one. A 1962 Hope gradu-
ate, her philosophy of treating each student as
an individual was first put into practice in the
Wyoming, Michigan schooj district. Back at
Hope as a faculty member since 1968, her
position in the education department has al-
lowed her to teach what she has practiced.
The events in Miller's life which have led
to her teaching role in the education depart-
ment are indicative of her stress on indi-
viduality. She has refused to allow others'
stereotypes of the norm to interfere with her
preferred course of action. Instead, decisions
have been determined by analysis of personal
needs.
During the three years that she taught
sixth, seventli and eighth grades in the public
school system, Miller earned her master's
degree in English from the University of
Michigan. At the end of this period, feeling
ready to return to school on a full-time basis
to earn her Ph.D., she ran into a stumbling
block involving one university's prejudice
against female candidates for fellowship ,
awards to its doctoral program. "They said I
could apply if I wanted to but that it was
highly unlikely that 1 would get any fellow-
ship money, because 'Women only get' mar-
ried and make no use of their money after
they graduate anyway.' So I decided that was
not the place for me, that I didn't want to go
to any school where they had that kind of
limitation. Whether or not 1 chose to get
married and/or teach was not the issue, I
didn't think. The issue was whether 1 de-
served a fellowship or not."
The expectation that institutions of higher
education should choose from among qualified
candidates according to their individual merits '
led Miller to apply to another school — and
this time she received a healthy fellowship
award. The fact that she also chose to remain
unmarried until she was 29, during an era
when many simply expected marriage after
college to be the norm, again illustrates her
In 1968, after earning her Ph.D. at Michi-
gan State University in English Language and
Literature, Miller joined the Hope faculty on
a full-time basis. At that time, the unique
aspect of her appointment was its dual na-
ture; she was a member of both the English
and education departments. Her graduate
work had been in English, and so her work in
that department was a natural continuation of
her recent studies. Yet, reluctant to give up
her contact with elementary students, she also
taught in the education department. Success
at this unusual arrangement was achieved
until 1973, -when the birth of her second child
led .her to choose a part-time teaching load.
Believing that it would be fair neither to
herself nor to either of the two departments
to continue to divide her time between the
two areas, she chose to commit her time to
the education department.
Part-time status for Miller however, did
not indicate removal from the regular advis- -
ing load, committee work or service on vari-
ous boards. She continued her involvement
with the total life of the College. Today, with
three children, she continues to maintain her
part-time teaching load and also continues to
maintain her involvement with the total pic-
ture of Hope life. This consistent participation
in college life has qualified her for one more
adjustment to the individual rather than to
the customary scheme of events: she recently
was given tenure as a part-time faculty
member.
In her work as educator at Hope College,
she insists that the teachers she trains make
the effort to nurture each student on an
individual basis. "Schools have to assume
responsibility for doing the best possible job
of educating every child," she claims.
One area in which Miller's classroom em-
phasis on the person becomes evident is that
of education for the gifted. Her preference is
not that special programs be developed in
order to reach the needs of gifted children,
but that teachers make classroom work chal-
lenging to each child — gifted as well as aver-
age. "Many of these kids are not being
challenged the way an average child might be
challenged by ordinary material: they're
drifting through school. The things that I
want for gifted children are the things that I
want for all children: stimulating material,
teachers who look at each of them as a person
with particular needs and strengths rather
"America's Energy is
Mindpower" is a national
campaign to further public
awareness of education as the
major hope for improving
society. Our Mindpower series
examines this theme through
profiles of alumni teachers.
group. . . . My interest in gifted education did
not just rise out of a concern for the gifted. It
is a concern that the needs of all children are
not taken into account in the classroom."
In order to implement this concern, Miller
encourages creativity in the classroom. Stu-
dents say her course on language arts is one
loaded with creative suggestions for the ele-
mentary teacher. An emphasis on the impor-
tance of the teaching of language is only
natural considering Miller's background in the
field of English. Clearly, language arts is her
area of expertise. Her conviction is that "lan-
guage arts is the core of all that happens in
the elementary school. It is the-ability to
communicate or not to communicate, whether
through speaking, writing or listening."
The Young Author's Conference, an event
for area elementary school children which
takes place on Hope's campus each spring, is
another opportunity in which Miller combines
her interests in English and education. The
energy she has put into planning this event
throughout the past nine years is indicative of
her concerns for both children and their writ-
ing. Each year approximately 500 elementary
school children from about 50 area schools are
provided with a half-day of "creative, self-
expressive kinds of experience" with an em-
is not to encourage writing for only a single
day, but instead, year-round. The goal is that
Hope College provide an incentive for aspir-
ing young writers and that teachers encourage
their students to organize a collection of their
own work. This work should be begun in the
. fall and it continues through the springtime.
Ideally, the conference, with its limited num-
ber of participants from each school, is not
extolled as the culmination of all the work
done. Instead, Miller hopes that each child
who has worked throughout the year be com-
mended in some way — if not by attending
Hope's conference, then by events such as
mini-conferences or book fairs put on by the
individual schools.
Just as the child's education within the
school system is best facilitated by individual
recognition, participation in family life, too, is
an important ingredient in each child's
growth and development. "I really believe
very strongly in the importance of the home,
and in the importance of parents being there
as much as they are able," states Miller.
Many of the challenges which she sees to-
day's schools facing are directly related to the
family's role in children's lives. For example,
how much should the school provide for the
needs of the child whose home is not strong
enough or whose parents are not able to be
around enough to cover for children's physi-
cal or social needs? She feels that it is a
challenge for the schools to decide how far
they ought to go in meeting these needs. A
second example is the lack of respect teachers
often receive from children or from their
families. Miller believes that one of the roots
of this difficulty grows out of the lack of
discipline faced by children whose parents are
often not at home to provide supervision. The
challenge for schools in this case is to do such
a good job that there is no question as to
whether teachers should be respeaed.
Teaching is exhausting. Dr. Nancy Miller
readily admits. She herself has continued
with it because, "I felt that I could make a
difference in public and private education if I
had some contact with teachers and students
in those schools." The energy she puts into
this effort and the high standards she de-
mands of herself are those which she expeas
of all educators: "I don't think that our
country and our children can afford to have
teachers who really are not putting into their
jobs the kind of effort and creative energies
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MIAA and Nati
Hope College is well on its way toward
claiming its third consecutive Michigan Inter-
collegiate Athletic Association (MIAA) all-
sports championship!
The Dutch had a successful winter sports
season, winning two MIAA championships
while gaining regional and national
recognition.
Hope won its first outright MIAA men's
basketball championship since 1967-68 and
advanced to the finals of the NCAA Division
III Great Lakes Regional before being. elimi-
nated by eventual national champion Wabash
College.
Eight members of the women's swimming
team earned All America honors a's the Flying
Dutch won their third consecutive MIAA
championship.
At the end of winter competition Hope
totaled 95 points in the MIAA all-sports
standings. The all-sports award is given to the
MIAA member school with the best cumula-
tive performance in all men's and women's
competition during the school year.
This year's award is especially significant
because it is the first time that the honor has
been based on both men's and women's
competition.
Behind Hope in the all-sports standings is
Albion with 83 points, followed by Calvin 78,
Alma 66, Kalamazoo 58, Adrian 50, and
Olivet 43.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
• Hope's MIAA champion men's basketball
team was the highest scoring and hottest
shooting squad in the school's history.
Coach Glenn Van Wieren's Dutchmen won
the MIAA championship with a 10-2 record
and posted a 19-5 overall mark.
The Dutchmen were ranked nationally
throughout the season, climbing as high as
second in the NCAA Division III poll. Among
the team's accomplishments during the season
were two victories over rival Calvin, one on
live regional television; a perfect season (9-0)
in the Civic Center during the regular season;
and being the only Division III team to defeat
national champion Wabash during the regular
season.
The Great Lakes Regional tournament was
held at Hope as the Dutchmen competed in
post-season play for the first time since 1959.
The Dutchmen became the first Hope team
to score more than 2,000 points in a season.
They averaged 83.9 points per game to place
them among the nation's top scoring teams.
The Dutchmen also set school records for
field goal.. shootine. ,
established a new career record for free throw ‘ Ire
shooting at .843. The previous record was i M
.838 by Tom Dykstra from 1968-70. Beckman * soj
also led the MIAA in field goal shooting Mi(64%). ma
Senior Scott Benson of Cadillac, Mich, be- 2(X
came only the 13th person in Hope basketball - Ian
history to score more than 1,000 career •. -He
points. He ended with" 1,049 in 69 games, an ; fre
average of 15.2 points per contest.
Benson and senior Matt Neil of Hastings, we
Mich, were voted to the all-MIAA team and Ra.
the NCAA Great Lakes Regional all-toumey om
team. Benson was afforded the honor for the ithr
third straight season while Neil, who was also • find
voted the MIAA's co-most valuable player, ‘ Ho
received the award for the second time. yar
Freshman Chip Henry of Kentwood, Mich. Am
was voted the team's most improved player. ma:
Co-captains of the 1982-83 Dutchmen will be ' 'Sta
sophomores Todd Schuiling of Grand Rapids, • Am
Mich, and Jeff Heerdt of Elmhurst, 111. ’ ‘wot
Freshmen David Beckman of Shelby, Mich. bre;
and Jeff Dills of Chelsea, Mich, were voted 1
most valuable players on the men's jayvee its i
basketball squad while freshman Terry Van - • tea
Dyken of Allendale, Mich, was voted most t 'MLimproved. ' «
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Eight members of Hope's women's swim-
ming team earned All America honors during
the AIAW Division III national swimming
and diving championships. Hope also has its
first-ever national champion in women's
athletics!
The national meet closed the book on the
most successful women's swimming season in
Hope history. Coach John Patnott's' Flying
Dutch finished undefeated in dual meets (10-
0), won their third straight MIAA champion-
ship and literally rewrote the Hope record
book.
The MIAA champion Flying Dutch finished ... bool
17th in the field of 64 teams at the national ' | ever
















awarded medals and declared All Americans.
Freshman Sarah Stanwood of Ann Arbor,
Mich, was the gold medal winner in the 200-
yard individual medley, finished 7th in the
200-yard freestyle and 8th in the 100 free.
She was also a member of Hope's medal-
winning relay teams in the 200 freestyle, 400
freestyle and 800 freestyle.
Senior Lynn Bute of Lincolnshire, 111.
culminated her collegiate career with an 11th
place finish in three meter diving.
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ilional Honors for Dutch
D'v "freestyle; freshman Neddie Haven of Lansing,
• Mich, in the 200, 400 and 800 freestyles;
nn  ;sophomore Kirsten Newhof of Grand Rapids,
Mich, in the 200 and 400 freestyles; fresh-
man Lisa Kortering of Zeeland, Midi, in the
c- 200 freestyle; senior Nancy Scholten of Hol-
all -land in the 800 freestyle; and freshman Janet
j •Howatt of Ann Arbor, Mich, in the 800
n ‘ freestyle.
Winners of gold medals in the MIAA meet
were sophomore Sarah Souter of Grand
id Rapids, Mich, in one-meter diving, soph-
:y 1 omore Mary DeVries of Holland, Mich, in
he , ‘^three-meter diving, Bethards in the 200-yard
ilso i individual medley, senior Joan Wilterdink of
‘ Holland in the 50-yard breaststroke, the 400-
yard medley relay team of freshman Katie
ch. Andree of Holland, Mich., Wilterdink, fresh-
t. man Melanie Waite of Ann Arbor, Mich, and
be 'Stanwood, Newhof in the 50-yard freestyle,
ids, i Andree in the 100-yard backstroke and Stan-
wood in the 100-yard freestyle and 100-yard
ith. breaststroke.J The women's swimming team maintained
its tradition of not giving individual honors in
n • - recognition of the team effort in winning the
it ' [ ' MIAA championship.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Four different players established Hope
women's basketball records during 1981-82
nng ij season.
, j \ The Flying Dutch finished the season with
j,s • A a 10-14 record and were sixth in the MIAA
standings at 4-8.
Senior Lora Hanson of Harrisonburg, Va.
l,c established eight single season and career re
,njn " cords. In addition, she was voted recipient of
i( • i the Barbara Geeting Memorial Award which
i](|. J is given by the women's basketball coaching
,jon. staff to a player on the basis of maximumj overall contribution to the team.
Hanson will also go into the MIAA record
jslltJ f. • book as the most accurate free throw shooter
nil Vfi" ever. During her four seasons she shot free
won1 , ( throws at a 75% clip, including a school-
’ record 79% this season.H„ Single season records established by Han-
20)- son included most points, most free throws,
l,f , and best free throw percentage. Her career
^ | records include most points in the league, best
; • scoring average, most field goals, most free
40) throws and best free throw percentage.
Senior Jody Foy of Midland. Mich, became
the Hope career scoring leader for all games
— t with 827 points. It is a new record established
on the basis of four years of competition. She
also set career records for best field goal
ind rebounds.
Mich., the team's leading scorer this season at
11.4 points per game, set a single season
record for field goals.
Sophomore Mary Schaap of Holland, Mich,
set a new single season record for field goal
shooting. 
Junior Annette Groenink of Zeeland, Mich,
was voted the team's most improved player.
Co-captains of the 1982-83. Flying Dutch will
be Groenink and Pfeiffer.
Junior Deb Fild of Grand Rapids, Mich, was
voted most valuable player on the women’s
jayvee basketball team while freshman Mary
Dejonge of Jenison, Mich, was voted the most
improved.
WRESTLING
The Dutchmen had another good season,
winning two invitational tournaments, post-
ing a 5-2 dual meet record and finishing in a
tie for third place in the MIAA standings.
Senior Garry Visscher of Holland, Mich,
was voted most outstanding wrestler while
senior Pete White of Northbrook, 111. was
selected the most valuable. Freshmen Tim
Mindling of South Lyon, Mich, and Bob
Karel of Jenison, Mich, were voted most
improved. Co-captains of the 1982-83 team
will be Brad Conrad of Wyoming Park, Mich,
and Jeff Machiela of Zeeland, Mich.
Members of the wrestling squad presented
a plaque to Jim DeHorn in recognition of his
two seasons as head coach. DeHorn, who also
teaches and coaches at Allendale High School,
will .not be coaching the Hope wrestlers next
season.
Visscher set a new record for victories- in a
season as he finished 25-7. White was right
behind at 24-9.
MEN'S SWIMMING
A dozen school records were established
during the season as the Dutchmen finished
in a two for second place in the MIAA race.
Senior Craig Anderson of West Bloomfield,
Mich, was honored for overall contribution to
the team. Freshmen Mike Ver Plank of Hol-
land, Mich, and Jay Little of Columbus, Ind.
were voted to the MIAA all-conference team.
CHEERLEADERS
Senior Trish Carr of Whitehall, Mich, was
voted the most valuable member of the bas-
ketball cheerleading squad while sophomore
Mike Wissink of Grand Rapids, Mich, was
chosen the most improved cheerleader. Co-
captains for the 1982-83 cheerleading squad
will be juniors Julie Bosch of Holland, Mich,
and Bill Pollack of Midland, Mich.
Freshman Sarah Stanwood became Hope's
first-ever national champion in women's
athletics.
< and earned all-MlAA honors for third time.




Tenure — from the Latin tenere, to
hold — is a word weighted with perma-
nence and privilege. Those who earn
their livings in nine-to-five, water cooler
. jungles or other workaday worlds colored
with the constant threat of pink slips
may regard tenure as nothing more than
absolute job security, an enviable though
frivolous trapping of academic life.
Although tenure does without question
provide job security, its original pur-
pose and still its principal purpose, says
Hope Provost David Marker — is to guar-
antee academic freedom.
The beginning of the American system
of tenure can be traced to the early
1900s, a time of growing divisions among
the American population. As urban cen-
ters sprawled, rural hostility tightened.
As materialism was nourished by the
clatter of the assembly line, intellectual
alienation began to show itself like smoke
in a closed room. As the uncertainty of
the world climate increased, many sought
retreat in smugness.
The 20th century had dawned with a
cause celebre — the dismissal of a Stan-
ford University economist because of his
outspoken criticism of laissez faire. Other
academic freedom cases followed in other
parts of the country. Increasingly, evolu-
tionists, psychologists, economists and
other professors whose views were out-
side the mainstream of citizen opinion
found it threatening to continue to freely
conduct their professional lives.
In defense, in 1915 a fairly new organi-
zation, the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors, drafted a Declaration
of Principles which established the case
for academic tenure. In 1940 this organi-
zation reached agreement with the Asso-
ciation of American Colleges, an
administrators' alliance, and a Statement
of Principles resulted. This statement ,
which Hope and most other institutions
of higher learning still accept today,
states that “after the expiration of a
probationary period, teachers should have
permanent or continuous tenure, and
their service should be terminated only
for adequate cause, except in the case of
retirement for age, or under extraordi-
nary circumstances because of financial
exigencies."
While the definition of tenure as con-
tained in this statement has remained
constant for 42 years, the process by
which one attains a tenured position has
changed considerably and, says Marker,
is even now “in the process of evolu-
tion" at Hope.
Basically, the changes in process arise
from the fact that for many years tenure
was distributed about as freely as Oval
Office jelly beans are today. “Tenure
used to be granted more or less automat-
ically," says Marker. “It's far from that
any longer."
As the process changes, the aim is to
insure that tenure decisions be as fair as
possible, based on information that is
accurate, complete and uniform. The
challenge is to ensure that the format to
accomplish this remains simple enough to
be practical.
Tenure derisions normally are made
during the sixth year of full-time teach-
mtk mm
ing. Faculty members who taught else-
where before coming to Hope (or had
other relevant professional experience)
can have the so-called “probationary pe-
riod" reduced by up to three years.
In order to evaluate a candidate, reams
of materials — letters solicited from for- 
mer students, current students' evalua-
tion forms, colleagues' written opinions,
copies of the candidate's publications,
lists of college and community contribu-
tions, and much, much more — are
gathered into hefty stacks and then care-
fully studied by' the Status Committee,' a
group made up of four faculty members
who have been elected by their col-
leagues, plus the College provost and
president, who both serve .ex officio. The
work of the Status Committee is time-
consuming and nowadays difficult; “No
one likes to say no, especially at a small
college like Hope," Marker points out.
So why not turn the whole sticky
matter over to a computer, that genius of
objectivity and efficiency? Because, says
Marker, tenure decisions are not matters
of tallying “scores." “A tenure decision
is not something that's easily quantified.
There's^ no formula for making the deci-
sion. It's a decision made in this college
by six people who have been entrusted
with reviewing the materials and making
the recommendations. The process is fi-
nally a matter of human judgment."
Alumni who receive requests for ap-
praisals of a tenure candidate can be
assured that their letters are absolutely
confidential. Tenure candidates have no
access to these or other evaluation letters,
although all other materials gathered for
tenure evaluation are open to the candi-
date's inspection.
The Status Committee begins to re-
ceive these materials shortly after the
beginning of the academic year in Sep-
tember. The Committee's work is com-
pleted sometime in December, but the
process still is not complete. The Com-
mittee sends its recommendations to the
appropriate department chairperson and
divisional dean, who pass their recom-
mendation to the provost, who passes his
recommendation to the president, who
passes his recomniendation to the Aca-
demic Affairs Board of the Board of
Trustees, which passes its recommenda-
tion to the entire Board, which finally
approves the decision at the January
meeting. Those denied tenure are given a
one-year appointment for the following
year so they cap seek other positions
without the immediate pressure of beirig
unemployed.
Although technically the Status Com-
mittee's recommendation could be re-
versed at any step in the chain of
command. Marker says, with an involun-
tary shudder, that such an act would be
"a great exception" and “very rare."
For the tenure candidates, the long,
drawn-out process can be nerve-racking,
threatening and some say even demean-
ing. Tenure decisions primarily involve
estimations of an individual's professional
capabilities. Because the granting of ten-
ure represents a firm commitment that
will affect the shape of the College in the
years to come, the Status Committee
must also look beyond the individual and
on the College's flexibility in future
years. Obviously, in an era of at best
stable enrollments, that postscript to the
tenure criteria list has more impact than
it did during former college boom yea'rs.
While there is no rigid quota for the
number of tenured faculty members, the
Faculty Handbook indicates that that
two-thirds is the preferred limit and any-
thing above three-fourths is considered
dangerous.
Marker ellaborates: "All of us who are
concerned about the longterm viability of
the College want to be careful not to let
the fraction of tenured faculty become
too great, especially in light of what we
expect to be a possibility of declining
enrollments in the next couple of dec-
ades. We don't want to lose flexibility as
an institution. If we grant tenure to 80
or 90 or 100 percent of our faculty, we
would lose that flexibility and would
probably have to make some very heart-
rending and difficult decisions." (Several
institutions, among them Michigan State
University last year, have found them-
selves face-to-face with such decisions
and have had to come up with ways to
reduce the size of their tenured faculty
due to the "financial exigencies," allowed
by the 1940 Statement of Principles.)
The two-thirds tenured balance with
which Hope is most comfortable poses a
challenge to another College goal: to in-
crease the number of women on the
faculty.
“Over the years, the faculty has been
predominately male," notes Marker. •
Now, just at the time when women are
starting to enter the academic work force .
as well as all other components of the
professional world in larger numbers, the
impossibility of setting up quotas could
be seen as antithetical to affirmative ac-
tion— because we're at about a two-thirds
percentage now and if we say we can't
tenure a large number of additional peo-
ple without some turnover, then poten-
tially that is discriminatory towards
women since the new pool of untenured
faculty members tends to contain a larger
fraction of women than it did in the
past."
The number of positions available to
will decrease even more if Congress does
not renew higher education's retirement-
law waiver which expires on July 1. This
special exception’ has allowed colleges to
retire tenured faculty at 65 rather than
70. The U.S. Department of Labor re-
ports that if the exemption is not re-
newed or made permanent, the number
of positions available to new faculty
members would decrease by 25 percent
within five years.
All in all, it would appear that tenure
poses problems to all except those who
hold it. While it's true that the system is .
being more closely scrutinized today than
in years past, it's likely to stay around.
Marker believes. Several studies have in-
dicated that it remains the best means of
accomplishing the end. Besides, any in-
stitution that wants to be taken seriously
in the academic marketplace must provide
tenure. “Even though you hear a lot
about there being plenty of faculty
around, it's, tough to find exceptional
people," says Marker. "If we had a sys-
tem that was quite different from that of
our competitors, that would not put us in
particularly good stead in recruiting."
Moreover, it cannot be overlooked that
in granting tenure a college declares its
assets. Indeed, the movement from un- ’
tenured to tenured can be likened to the
movement from puppy love to proposal.
Mutual admiration and confidence have
been declared and both parties acknowl-
edge that they're in some way better off
with each other.
A tenured faculty member has no new
written responsibilities, but its under-
stood that a new career phase has been
entered. Long-ranged, large-scoped or
even risky research, service on College
committees, advancement of Hope's cause
through participation in community and
alumni events, encouragement of junior
colleagues, simply speaking one's mind
on issues — these are the arenas of those
who no longer have to pay much atten-
tion to the applause.
Tenure has been likened to a safety
net. Certainly, it offers protection. But it
also encourages perfection of the per-
formance or daring anew.
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campus scene
Tenure Process Up Close
One Prof's Experience
: Upon being told that they've been granted
tenure, many professors don't know whether
to end their six years of professional breath-
holding with a whpOp or a gasp.
Donald Friedrich, assistant professor of
chemistry who introduced lasar beam research
to Hope when he joined the faculty in 1975,
almost memorialized the day by slugging the
provost.
Friedrich was eating lunch alone in the
Kletz last year on the day that the Board of
f Trustees was making its final tenure sanc-
tions. He felt a hand on his shoulder. Thin_k-
ing it belonged to a colleague who often
announced his presence by sneaking up be-
hind to deliver a good-natured throttle,
Friedrich was all ready to turn around and
. give his professorial pal a punch on the arm
in return. Lo and behind, that hand on his
shoulder was attached to Provost David Mark-
er, who was there to pass along the solemn
 news that Friedrich was no longer among the
tenure have-nots of the Hope faculty.
That amusing little story is about as close
to a tenure joke as one can find. Tenure is a
touchy subject that doesn't lend itself to chit
chat. Even now, a year after the ordeal ended
for Friedrich, he has trouble putting the stress
of- that time behind him.
"I don't make any pretensions that it was
trivial. It's a significant event in a person's
life," he says. "I never, ever, at any time had
any concern about job security. That to me
was not what that process was particularly
about. To me the process was one of winning
the affirmation of my department and the
College."
Others, Friedrich admits, manage the wait-
ing ordeal with a little more bravado than he
was able to muster. But he finds it "a little
phoney" when tenure candidates claim so
much self-confidence that they are able to
approach the whole process with a like-me-or-
leave-me casualness.
Friedrich describes his own tenure case as
tentative from beginning to end, largely be-
cause of his "highly quantitative approach to
a subject which, here at Hope College at least,
has a qualitative tradition."
"I fill a niche here in the chemistry depart-
ment because there's a small but significant
fraction of students who are more interested
in the application of technology in science
than they are in making things. And I want
them to understand that technology and be
well prepared for any job they go into."
Although prospective science students are
tromped regularly through Friedrich's lassar
lab, he believes that its attractions are soon
diminished for most.
"There may be some initial 'gee whiz'
kinds of attractions associated with the lasar
. . . It's a very beautiful instrument when it's
operating — the colors are delightful. But it's
technically very difficult. ... If a student has
never handled a tool in his or her life, has
never taken a bicycle apart and put it back
together, has never done anything with a hi-
fi apparatus other than turning it on or off,
has never taken an electronics course — then
that student isn't going to be happy with this
program.
Friedrich uses lasars to study the structure
and behavior of organic molecules. He and his
student assistants hav\; just begun a project to
study the physical details of hydrogen bond-
ing. By combining lasars with a technique
called molecular beam, these Hope scientists
are discovering some very precise information
about the delicate hydrogen bond which influ-
ences many biological processes.
"The whole trick of chemistry is to under-
stand the molecules," he maintains. "There's
an awful lot of chemical lore and understand-
ing that's been built up over the years — we
know how to take Compound Type A and
Compound Type B and put them in a pot and
boil them together so that the compounds will
react in certain ways and we can make certain
.-iM'mi. als But we’re still not to the point
'You, Chemical Bond X. Open up, break and
attach to other atoms.' We still are remove
from our molecules."
Lasars are one of the most promising
means of gaining more information on those
stand-offish molecules, Friedrich maintains.
Although his research in this area is impor-
tant and recognized, he also enjoys teaching—
and at all levels. "Teaching freshman chem-
istry is a marvelous experience which I great-
ly cherish," he says. At the same time, much
of his anxiousness over his tenure case
focused on the evaluatiftns of these freshmen
("sensative, energetically hopeful and often
naive young students") and those of other
students enrolled in his quantatively based
courses. He was concerned that the evalua-
tions of current students might overshadow
the records of achievement earned by his
former students and their opinions of his
teaching after it had been subjeaed to the
acid test of postgraduate experience. In short,
Friedrich saw complexities inherent in eval-
uating the effectiveness of professors who
teach unpopular courses, and he feared the
Status Committee might be tempted to forgo
wrestling with these complexities. His im-
pression was that the Committee at that time
paid a great deal of attention to a professor's
"popularity rating" as measured by a single
question in Student Instructional Report eval-
uation forms: "Compared to other instructors
you have had . . . how effective has the in-
structor been in this course?" He maintains
that his department, in contrast, tended to
interpret the responses to this question, "in
the light of the need of our program for
academic rigor and excellence" — i.e., with a
belief that rigorous learning isn't always fully
appreciated at the time that it's happening. As
a result, Friedrich insists, he was confused by
"mixed signals" during his probationary
period.
What's his opinion of tenure now that he
has academe's official stamp of approval?
"The fact of tenure does not so much
provide job security — a concept which should
have little importance to anyone 'good
enough' to teach at Hope College — as it en-
courages honesty in our principal jobs: com-
munication and evaluation," he says. "For
this reason 1 still favor the existence of a
Alumni
Class Reunions (May 7 and 8)
Class
•1967




1962 Nancy & Jack Miller's home Western Seminary Library Bobbie Russell Ponis
1957 Macatawa Bay Yacht Club Phelps Hall Norm Boeve
1952 The Castle, Castle Park Phelps Hall Bill Bocks
1947 Edie & Jerry Haworth's home Phelps Hall Edie Van Tatenhove Haworth
1942 Point West Condominiums Point West Lory Timmer Bertsch
1937 Andy & Lil Lampen's home Holland Country Club Dorothy Parker Luyendyk
1932 Holland Country Club DeWitt Cultural Center Lou Damstra
1927~ Point West Jay Wabeke
American Eight
This year you have the unique opportunity to view an exhibition of large-scale
outdoor sculpture featuring the works of eight significant American sculptors. The
exhibition, being held on the Hope campus through May 31, is sponsored by Hart and
Cooley Manufacturing Company of Holland, a division of the Interpace Corporation.
Saturday, May 8
Coffee Hour
Alumni are invited to have fellowship over coffee with members of the Alumni. Board
from 10-11 a.m. in the Kletz at the DeWitt Center.
Campus Tour
A guided tour of campus facilities will originate from the DeWitt Center at 11 a.m.
Fifty Year Circle
The Fifty Year Circle will hold its annual meeting at 4 p.m. in Wichers Auditorium of
the Nykerk Hall of Music. Members of the Class of 1932 will be inducted into the
organization.
Annual Alumni Dinner
The annual alumni dinner honoring members of the Class of 1982 will be held in
Phelps Hall beginning at 6 p.m. A reception will begin at 5:30 p.m. Honored during
the dinner will be recipients of Distinguished Alumni Awards. Tickets costing $7.50
per person may be reserved through the Alumni Office, (616) 392-5111, ext 2060.
Vienna Alumni
Participants in the 25th anniversary Vienna Summer School reunion will sit together
at the Alumni banquet and are invited to an informal gathering afterwards at the
home of Norm and Barbara Timmer, 57 East 13th St
Sunday, May 9
Baccalaureate & Commencement
The 117th graduating class will be honored. The Baccalaureate service will begin at 11
a.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel and the Commencement exercise at 3 p.m. in the
Holland Civic Center. Admittance to both events is by ticket





All the world's a stage — except
certain parts that are behind the
curtains. Heather Molnar, a
junior from Shaker Heights,
Ohio, took her camera backstage
during the theatre department's
recent performance of Agatha
Christie's "The Mousetrap" and
recorded the unseen scenes of a
play. We think they're deserving
of an audience.
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The Plot Thickens
Who is Rachel Palmer?
She's interviewed by reporters and has ap-
peared on TV. She's the author of Love
Beyond Desire, a torridly titled Harlequin
romance which appears on several hundred-
thousand bookstands in Portugal, the Philip-
pines, Australia and Canada, as well as the
U.S.
She's also a grey-haired English teacher
with 25 years of classroom experience. She
lives with her husband, a math teacher, in the
quiet. Midwest community of Niles, Mich.
And, by the way, Rachel Palmer is her
Harlequin penname. In all other circles, she's
Ruth DeYoung '41 Potts.
All of which goes to prove that you can't
always tell an author by her cover.
Love Beyond Desire began as a mystery
with the working title of jade Legacy, the
story of a 19-year-old orphan and her little sis
who end up on the estate of two wealthy
brothers in Mexico. That, obviously, is where
the romance comes in, in double-doses. The
mystery comes in with the existence of jade
treasures which have belonged to the broth-
ers' family for generations. Basically, Love
Beyond Desire is that same story. It's just
35,000 words longer and some modern love
scenes have been added to meet the criteria of
Harlequin's new "Super Romance" line
("longer, sensual, dramatic"). But despite the
title and the provocative cover picture, the
books remains fairly "innocent" by modern
standards — and Potts, though she takes some
kidding about the looks of her book, remains
very proud of its contents and is quick to
insist that it qualifies as "serious writing."
"I have taught literature 25 years in sec-
ondary schools and junior colleges, and I
Hope College Chair
by Hitchcock
A magnificent, hand-woven rush seat arm chair for your living room, office
or den. Exquisitely decorated in gold on a rich black background, the chair




Priced at $200 f.o.b. Riverton Ct,
your chair will be finished with your
name and class inscribed in gold
on the back. Freight charges
average about $35. in the
continental (IS. Special
arrangements must be made for
shipment abroad.
Please make checks payable to
“The Hitchcock Chair Co.,” and
allow ten to twelve weeks for
delivery.
Hope College Alumni Association
do The Hitchcock Chdir Company
Riverton, CT 06065
I enclose $ Hope College chair(s) at $200 each, (plus 7% Sales
Tax for Connecticut residents). I understand I will pay the shipping charge upon
delivery.
1 prefer to charge my chairs(s) to my _ Master Charge or _ VISA
Account Ho. .
Please inscribe the following name and class. (Please type or print)







recognize that there are many genres of fic-
tion," she says. "Romance is one of the
oldest forms of the novel. Currently it is at
the crest of popularity. As with any kind of
fiction, there are good examples and poor
ones. I respect literature as one of the arts. It,
like painting, sculpture, music and architec-
ture, illustrates the feelings, problems, ethics
and accomplishments of the age in which it
finds itself. I believe that the romance genre,
uniquely a feminine type of fiction, is more
than 'escape literature.' I believe it expresses
the hopes and frustrations, the new freedoms
and the age-old desire for love and security of
womdh today."
Pott's writing career began just a few years
ago. After teaching literature and composition
at Holy Cross Junior College in South Bend
for 15 years, in 1978 she had knee surgery
and took ’3 year off "to get back on my feet —
literally! and to write that novel that always
lurks at the back of an English teacher's
mind."
The first effort, The Lost Kachina, was
completed and made the rounds to nearly a
dozen publishers before being accepted by
Manor Books in 1979. Potts decided to put
her teaching career to rest and concentrate on
writing. Her second book. Nugget, was pub-
lished by Manor the following year.
In the meantime, Potts and her husband
celebrated their 35th anniversary with a trip
to Hawaii. Their seat-mate on the flight over
turned out to be a Canadian editor who had a
close friend on Harlequin's senior staff. She
urged Potts to contact that friend. One man-
uscript later [The jade Legacy), Potts did just
that and found to her astonishment that her
new book would be published by one of the
Ruth Potts, a former teacher, has. found fame and fortune as a romance writer. (Photo by The
South Bend Tribune)
biggest names in romance paperbacks. Her
second Harlequin romance, which has a Flor-
ida setting, will appear this fall. Potts has
plans for another romance, plus two historical
novels — one about the 1680 Pueblo rebellion
against the Spaniards and another about the
early days of Fort St. Joseph, located where
Potts' hometown now stands.
Although Potts find her new life exhilarat-
ing ("How many women do you know who
start a new career at 59 and find themselves
enjoying their new learning experience more
than anything they have ever done?") and
profitable ("Pm not going to tell you what
I've been paid so far, but I will say that my
first six months' royalty far exceeded my
expeaations"), novel-writing is still work.
Her new career has resulted in many
speaking engagements and Potts reports that
she often encounters people who say they
have always wanted to write books, but some-
how never got around to it. Discipline is
often the only missing ingredient, she be-
lieves, although a little luck helps when that
first book is in search of a publisher.
But for Ruth Potts and Rachel Palmer,
success is now simply a matter of thickening
plots.
Address
Dolls Play Up Artist's Talents
Most people are a little surprised when
they first encounter her work, says artist /
Esther Luttikhuizen '73 of Grand Rapids,
Mich.', who for several years has been creat-
ing painted fibre dolls and other stitched and
stuffed construaions. But the important thing
is that her work is rarely overlooked, she
insists. "Most people stop and look at it for
quite a long time."
Once a painter and printmaker, Lut-
tikhuizen turned to doll-making about seven
years ago because she was "looking for a new
medium that was less traditional." She was
intrigued with some dolls she had seen and
decided to apply her own ideas to this offbeat
medium.
Although most of her dolls are small
(12'’-16"), they have an arresting effect and
seem to make statements about both art and
humanness. Luttikhuizen makes them by
painting features on cotton or another natu-
ral-fiber fabric and then sewing the forms,
using a sewing machine for some stages but
doing most of the work by hand.
More recently the artist has been making
dolls that are fragmented to depict only parts
of the human form. She also has been putting
the dolls into settings, creating boxed con-
structions. Work-in-progress includes some
constructions which utilize the techniques
Luttikhuizen has perfected with her dolls, but
contain no human-like forms.
During the years before she began creating
constructions ("When the dolls were just
dolls," as she puts it), Luttikhuizen some-
times created likenesses of famous people,
including Betty Ford and the Not Ready for
Prime Time Players of NBC's "Saturday
Night Live" television show. The Players
dolls were shown in a brief closeup on one of
the shows.
But her more recent doll? are likenesses of
other sorts: some are spoofs of famous works
of art, such as one boxed construction in-
spired by Botticelli's famous painting, "The
Birth of Venus," and others are self-portraits.
Many are simply human images that have no
living counterparts.
Luttikhuizen says she has always admired
the work of American painter Mary Cassan
and, like Cassatt, Luttikhuizen often depicts
women and children in her constructions. She
Hope sculpture instructor David Smith-
Greenwood, who "slipped into my experience
the idea of the beauty of toys."
Art viewers may have certain initial preju-
dices against dolls as serious art, but Lut-
tikhuizen says her work has been well
received. Part of the appeal may be the sur-
prise of discovering a toy-like medium that is
used to create images that are far from tradi-
tional or trite. The frequent overlap of whim-
sical and unnerving .elements in her work
invites contemplation.
She has exhibited in cities in Michigan,
Ohio and New Jersey, as well as in New York
City and Washington, D.C. She lived in New
York for five years and has worked at main-
taining her connections in the Eastern art
world since moving to Gfand Rapids in 1980.
Recent awards include a fellowship from
the New Jersey State Council for the Arts,
Grand Rapids Festival awards in 1980 and
1981, and second prize for sculpture in the
Renaissance '81 show sponsored by the Grand
Rapids Art Mdseum.
Her most significant show will occur this
summer when her work will be displayed at
the Detroit Institute of Art.
Esther Luttikhuizen is gaining attention as ai
artist with an unusual medium. (Photo by
The Home News. New Brunswick. N.j.)




Andy Sens '62 is a U.S. Foreign Service
Officer. This article first appeared in The
Washingtonian, Jan., 1982, and is reprinted
with permission.
It has been almost a year since the 52
Americans held captive by Iranian militants in
Tehran were released, but the last hostage
just got home. It was my dog Tom.
Tom is a small black dog of mixed origin.
When I was assigned to the US Embassy in
Tehran in July 1979, I left my wife and son
Drew behind in Alexandria and took Tom
with me. He roamed the large embassy com-
pound and, with an Iranian street dog who
became the mascot of "the embassy's Marines,
was a regular at tennis matches and social
events and in the swimming pool.
Near the end of October 1979 I left Tehran
to make a speech in New York. The Shah had
just been admitted to a New York hospital,
and daily demonstrations we.re taking place in
Tehran. Then the mobs seized the embassy,
taking as hostages the embassy personnel.
Tom was in the compound, and he also was a
prisoner.
None of the hostages saw Tom after the
morning of the takeover. I sometimes was
able to speak by phone to charge d'affaires
Bruce Laingen, then under house arrest at the
Iranian Foreign Ministry. He asked about
Tom, but I had no news. It was encouraging
to see a picture ii) Time of Tom's Iranian dog
friend, but we heard that the revolutionary
guards were shooting stray dogs on sight.
Drew was optimistic: "Tom always makes
friends. Something will work out."
We later learned that the militants had tied
him to a fence near the embassy's back gate.
Iranians are not dog-lovers; even before the
takeover Tom had to dodge those who threw
stones at "unclean" dogs. Tom had been
known to bark loudly at noisyt and un-
disciplined strangers on the embassy grounds;
no doubt he did not endear himself to the
militants. While tied up, Tom was given
neither food nor water — he was simply left to
die.
Help came from an unexpected source: a
German woman married to an Iranian and
living in Tehran. While visiting. a hostage in
the compound, the woman spotted Tom. She
gave him some water and left. A few days
later she returned and saw that Tom was still
not being given food or water. She ap-
proached a militant for permission to take the
dog home. The militant waved her away.
Tom the dog, former Iranian hostage, and Andy Sens' son Drew. (Photo by Nora Kengle, The
Washingtonian Magazine)
saying she could do as she wished. She took
Tom home, washed and fed him, and turned
him over to her children.
There were problems at his new home. The
woman's strict Islamic mother-in-law disap-
proved of Tom and was vocal in her objec-
tions. The German stood her ground,
determined to protect the dog she had saved
until the hostage issue was settled. Unfortu-
nately, the political situation deteriorated, and
by September 1980 Tom's German mistress
was forced to leave Iran. It would be impossi-
ble to take Tom with her; he would be left to
the streets.
But Tom is an ingratiating dog, and by the
time the German woman had to leave, he had
won the heart of the Muslim mother-in-law.
The old woman agreed to keep Tom until the
crisis was over.
Thus, Tom was saved from the streets of
Tehran, where he probably would have been
shot on sight. He slept under the old wom-
an's bed, and though there was not much
meat in the stores, both of them grew fatter.
By November 1980 the old woman herself
was forced to flee. She prepared to join her
children in Germany, and she resolved to
bring Tom with her.
The old woman tried to leave Iran by bus,
traveling through Turkey to Germany. But
Time is rushing by arid we still
have not heard from you. Your
help is needed! Hope’s fiscal
year end is June 30, 1982. The
goal for the Annual Alumni
Fund is $500,000. We were able
to reach last year’s goal with
your help. Can we*count on you
this year?
Some people can make their
gift have a double impact Many
companies will match the gifts
of their employees to Hope Col-
lege. So if you work for a
matching gift company be sure
to send your matching gift form






when she went to buy a bus ticket for Tom,
they laughed at her and said there was no
room on the bus for dogs. The old woman
turned back and decided to try to stay in Iran
a little longer.
By this time we had been informed of
Tom's plight, through the indirect network
that had sprung up. The wife of the embassy
cook, now safely in Italy, had put us in touch
with the German woman who had first rescu-
ed Tom and who now wrote that her mother-
in-law might have to abandon the dog. To
me, this was unthinkable. I suggested a tragic
alternative: put Tom to sleep.
The old woman was to leave Iran shortly
after Christmas. One day shortly before her
departure, a large carvwith diplomatic plates
pulled up in front of her house. The driver
announced he had come to fetch the black
American dog. He was from the Swiss Em-
bassy. Once more, Tom had been saved.
The Swiss granted Tom informal diplomatic
asylum as the result of a phone call I had
placed several months before. At the urging
of my wife, I had concluded a business call to
a contact at the Swiss Embassy in Wash-
ington by asking whether he knew anyone in
the Swiss Embassy in Tehran willing to care
for my dog. My contact replied that he would
look into it, and at the last moment the Swiss
came through.
Shortly after the released American hos-
tages arrived at the US Air Force hospital in
Wiesbaden on January 20, 1981, Bruce
Laingen relayed a message to me: Tom was
now a member of the household of the Swiss
ambassador to Iran.
I heard nothing more for several months,
and the joy of seeing the hostages returned to
the US was dampened only by the thought of
the dog who had been left behind.
Finally, in June 1981, we heard from the
Swiss ambassador, who had been trying to
arrange Tom's- passage home. His young chil-
dren had grown to love Tom — and the ambas-
sador's other dog even tolerated him. Tom
always makes friends.
In August Swissair resumed flights out of
Tehran. Tom was shipped out — one story had
it he flew in the first-class cabin with a Swiss
diplomat from Tehran to Zurich. He was
placed aboard another plane and landed in
New York.
And what bounded out of the shipping
crate vvas a quite different dog from the one
we had last seen: an enormously fat, hairy
creature that looked more like a large black
sheep than our Tom. But we remembered
him and he remembered us.
Tom's on a diet now, and he has learned
manners — he no longer climbs on our furni-
ture or sleeps on the beds. And now that he's
home in Alexandria, the hostage crisis for us
f: — II--—.
class notes
Class notes and other alumni information sections
in News from Hope College are compiled by Mary
Kempker and Wendie Lazansky of the alumni of-
fice. Deadline for receiving items for the next issue
is May 15.
1930's
Mildred W. Schuppert '31 Western Theological
Seminary librarian emeritus, was recently honored
by the General Synod at Dimnent Memorial
Chapel.
The Rev. Dr. Albertus Bossenbroek '32 retired
as the director of field education for New
Brunswick Seminary at the end of January.
1940's
1950's
Wayne Berens '54 has been appointed to the
position of co-chairman for Congress Education and
Training for the 52nd World Travel Congress.
Robert W. Muilenburg '55 has been named vice
president-communications for Jersey Central Power
and Light Company.
Edward Westerbeke '59 was inducted as a Fellow
of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surg. in
New Orleans, La., in Februarv.
1960's
1970's
Dorothy Zimmerman '41 Kramer has retired after
24 years of teaching third grade at Livingston Park
School, North Brunswick, N.J.
Kenneth Newendorp '42 is the manager for Dis-
tributor Sales and Affairs and Magnet Wire Product
Manager, at United Technologies Corp., Ft. Wayne,
Ind.
Thomas Boslooper '45 has retired from the active
ministry of the Reformed Church in American and
has been appointed Research Associate with the
Religion Department at Barnard-College, Columbia
University in New York City.
Virginia Hemmes '48 Laug is the vice-president
of the Consistory of the Canajoharie, N.Y., Re-
formed Church.
Eugene Vis '48 recently won an award for a
suggestion at Eastman Kodak Co., in "Rochester,
N.Y.
Elaine Dykhuizen '60 Klaasen was ordained in
Southminster United Presbyterian Church of Ar-
lington Heights, HI., in Feb. 1982. She will be
serving in the Northminster United Presbyterian
Church of Evanston, 111.
Gary Bylsma '60 is the Director of Employment at
Amway, Corp., Ada. Mich.
William H. Holleman '62 is the head of the
Department of Biochemistry and Virology at Ab-
bott Labs. Libertyville, 111.
Robert Mackay '64 recently was a member of a
panel discussing "Financial Awareness and Ap-
proaches" at a recent meeting of the Benton Har-
bor-St. Joseph (Mich) branch of the American
Association of University W'omen.
Ronald L. Hartgerink '64 is the director of the
exploratory research laboratory for the Baytown
(Texas) Research and Development Division of Exx-
on Research.
Mohammad Nozari '65 is working for 3M Corp.
in St. Paul, Minn, in a research position.
William L. Cook '66 has been elected a vice
president of Lincoln First Bank's Rochester (N.Y.)
Division.
Marcia Kay DeGraaf '67 has been selected as the
Woman of the Year by the Brewton (Ala) Chamber
of Commerce.
Keith Taylor '68 is the editor of the journal of
Southeast Asian Studies, and is currently teaching
in Singapore.
Richard H. Witter '69 is an engineering technician
in a testing laboratory in Littleton, Colo. _
Michael Magee '69 is an accounting manager in
Detroit, Mich.
Robert J. Eckrich '71 is an assistant professor of
Medical Technology and Teaching Supervisor of the
Blood Bank at the State University of New York.
Robert also has recently been commissioned as a
captain in the U.S. Army Reserves.
The Rev. Robert Grahmann '71 is the. area direc-
tor for New Jersey Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship.
Neil A. Becker '72 is a department analyst for the
Michigan Department of Labor and is working as a
data systems analyst for the Department of State,
Office of Systems, Planning and Design in Lansing,
Mich.
The Rev. John D. Paarlberg '72 was installed as
pastor and teacher of Pitcher Hill Community
Church, Syracuse, N.Y., on Feb. 7. 1982.
Michael Stampfler '72 is the- airport directo
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Robert Medema '73 is an account executive of the
Automotive Division of Industrial Risk Insurers in
Oak Lawn, III.
Bruce R. Smith '73 is the national sales manager
working for the Anderson Instrument Co., Inc., of
Fultonville, NY.
Donald L. Batema '74 has started a Ph D. pro-
gram in the-School of Forestry, Fisheries and Wild-
life at the University of Missouri-Columbia.
C. John Korstange Jr. '74 is working for Wm. P.
DeLong and Co., in Grand Haven, Mich.
Fred W. VanDahm '74 has joined the group of
Webber, Foxworthy, Wiese and Chobanian in the
practice of pediatrics in Grand Rapids, Mich.
David DeKok '75 is consultant to Centralia Fire, a
30-minute television documentary about the Cen-
tralia, Pa., mine fire.
Howard Russell Hirsch '75 is enrolled in Michi-
gan State University's M.B.A. program in -
accounting.
Gail Lynn DeBoer '76 Barton is an administrative
assistant in Arlington, Va.
James Cook '76 is the author of Edgar Johnson
Goodspeed — Articulate Scholar, published by Schol-
ars Press and sponsored by the Society of Biblical
literature.
Kathleen Louise VanPelt '76 Gross is a Spanish
teacher at Immaculata High School in Somerville,
NJ. ,
Kathleen G. Curtis '76 Korstange is working as
the director of Adult Education at 1st Presbyterian
Church, Spring Lake, Michv
Edward Michael Mackiewicz '76 is a senior ana-
lyst for American Airlines Central Division head-
quartered in the Chicago area^
Riek 'A. Smith '76 is a managerof logistics and
administration, Herman Miller, Inc. Dallas, Texas.
Mamie D. Terpstra '77 is a standards engineer for
Steelcase Inc. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jennifer [Yeomans '77 is doing research in hyper-
tension at the Vets Hospital in Oklahoma City, Ok.
Becky Eldrenkamp '78 is the general accounting
supervisor at Service Master Industries, Inc.,
Downers Grove, 111.
Andy Loree '78 placed third in the December
National Press Photographers Association contest
for the Midwest Region.
George Ranville '78 is an officer in the United
States Navy with a squadron attached to the aircraft
carrier U.S.S. America, Virginia Beach, Va.
Michael Smit '78 is starting a small theatre com-
pany in Manhattan, N.Y., and will be the resident
•playwright as well as taking part in directing and
acting.
Bryan Weber '78 is a manager of financial analysts
with the Energy Group of the Penn Central Corp.
headquartered in Philadelphia, Pa.
John W. Abe '79 is an investment executive with
the firm Moseley, Hallgarten, Estabrook and
Weeden, Inc, in Chicago, 111.
Colleen Cochran '79 Borgeld is a receptionist/
sales advisor for a Volvo/Mazda car dealership in
Largo, Fla.
Mark Higgins '79 is a staff associate with the
National Selected Morticians in Evans, III.
William E. Patterson '79 has announced that he
will seek the 40th distria State Assembly seat in
New Jersey.
Deborah A. VanHoeven '79 is the Marketing
Coordinator for Metro Transit for the city of Ka-
lamazoo, Mich.
Peter Wamock '79 is working at^Toxicity Research
Lab in Muskegon, Mich.
1980's
Julie Drozd '80 is working at United Engineers
and Constructors, Inc. Philadelphia, Pa.
Robert A. Giusto '80 is in his second year at
Stevens Institute of Technology in Hoboken, N.J.
working toward his master's degree in Chemical
Engineering.
Sonja Olsen '80 is teaching school in Houston,
Texas.
Steve Visscher '80 is a film editor in New York
City.
Rebecca L. Goldberg '81 is attending graduate
school at the State University of New York at
Buffalo.
Kevin Kraay '81 is an assistant accountant for the
Reformed Church in America in New York, N.Y.
Carrie Walchenbach '81 is the director of the
Fairview Christian Child Care Center in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Jennifer B. Wallgren '81 is an assistant coordina-
tor in Ad Services for J. Walter Thompson USA,
Chicago, 111.
Terri Whitney '81 is a graduate student in vocal
performance at the University of Michigan.
|
births
Steve ’76 and Kathy Kitchenmaster '75 Berger, Kath-
ryn Ann, Jan._ 27, 1982, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Keith and Laurie Zoet '79 Cahoon, Michael Scott,
Jan. 18, 1982, Rapid City, S.D.
Ronald '73 and Mary Schmidt '72 Deenik, Timothy
William, May 13, 1981, Holland, Mich.
Robert Owen '72 and Teresa Douglass, Andrew
Robert, Feb. 21, 1982.
Victor '72 and Nancy Warren '77 Folkert, Rachel Sue,
Feb. 16, 1982, Alsip, 111.
Richard and Janet Meyer '74 Frederick, Megan Lynn,
Jan. 7, 1982, Chester, NY.
Terry Gardner '71 and wife, Wendy Marie, March 2,
1982, Plymouth, Mich.
Kevin '72 and Lynne DePree '76 Holleman, Sara
Lynne, Aug. 16, 1981, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Michael '75 and Ann Kincheloe, Ian Michael, Sept.
10, 1982, Bethlehem, Penn.
Dan '79 and Lucy Eberhard '78 Kolean, Alan, Feb. 4,
1982, Holland, Mich.
Robert '72 and Jean Mating '72 Luyendyk, Karen
Lynne, Aug. 2, 1981, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Eric J. and Deborah Aten '74 McCoy, E. Jason, April
10, 1981, Canton, Ohio.
Andrew '75 and Cynthia Hannan !74 Nyboer, Jacob
Andrew, Feb. 14, 1982, Spring Lake Mich.
Robert T. '77 and Cynthia Arnold '75 Pocock, An-
drew Ballard, March 18, 1982, Holland, Mich..
Gerald '72 and Margaret Francis '73 Swieringa,
Amanda Jane, Jan. 29, 1981, Bellingham, Wash.
Ted '70 and Nancy Rynbrandt '71 Zwart, Amy
Christine', Nov. 12, 1981, Grand Rapids, Mich.
marriages
Bruce A. Becker '68 and Jeanette Harkins, Feb. 14,
1982, North Bergen, N.J.
Ronald Aaron Brondyke '80 and Susan Lynne Vol-
Imer '80, Nov. 28, 1981, Holland, Mich.
Ronald Charles Burgess '74 and Sheila Kay Varda-
man, April 18, 1981, Byron Center, Mich.
James David Coats '79 and Catherine L. Allbaugh,
Dec. 19, 1981, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jerry A. Giermann '76 and Nancy Lundgren, Oct. 26,
1981, Borculo, Mich.
Greg Kalmbacher '73 and Carol J. Erickson, Oct. 3,
1981, Pine River, Minn.
Richard T. Raley and Ann Boelkins '77, Dec. 18, 1981,
Lisle, 111.
Glenn A. Stuart and Virginia 'Burton '73, Feb. 27,
1982, Holland, Mich.
John J. Zevalkink '72 and Kimberly Ann Mieras, Feb.




Julie Drozd '80 M.S., science of engineering, Dec.
1981, University of Michigan.
Kristi Knowles '74 Karis M.S., curriculum and in-
struction, June 1981, Michigan State Univ.
Diane Harvey '76 Krauszer M.Div., Aug. 1981, New
Brunswick Seminary.
Kathryn Janssen '66 Leggett M.A., counseling and
personnel, August 1981, Western Michigan Univ.
Phyllis K. DeVries '72 Peake M.S., mathematics,
1976, Eastern Kentucky Univ.
Linda Guth '75 Trout M.A., American studies. Uni-
versity of Minn.
Deborah A. VanHoeven '79 M.S., public administra-
tion, Aug. 1981, Western Michigan Univ.
deaths
The Alumni Office makes every effort to notify
readers of alumni deaths as soon as possible,
and, at the same time, to reflect as fully as >
possible in our write-ups the achievements and
interests of each individual's lifetime. Some-
times we have incomplete information as we
go to press, since portions of our alumni re-
cords were destroyed in the Van Raalte Hall
fire of 1980 and other individual files are in-
complete. We reprint death notices if more
information becomes available to us. We ap-
preciate and encourage reader assistance in the
reporting of alumni deaths. Please include
newspaper clippings and recent photographs,
if available, plus information which might
have special interest to Hope readers. The
Alumni Office reserves the right to edit death
notices to meet our space and style
requirements.
The Rev. Irving H. Decker '33 died on Nov. 29,
1981, in Point Pleasant, N.J. as the result of
leukemia.
A graduate of New Brunswick Theological Semi-
nary, Mr. Decker was a minister in the Reformed
Church of America for 44 years. He was pastor of
Highland Park (N.J.) Reformed Church from 1956
until his retirement in 1980, when he moved to
Lakewood, N.J.
He also served churches in Katsebaan, Mohawk, f
Warwick and Yonkers, N.Y.
He held several denominational eadership roles,
including serving as president of Westchester Gas-
sis and New Brunswick Classis, as well as the
Particular Synod of New Jersey. He was on the
board of superintendents of New Brunswick The-
ological Seminary.
He also was active in several ecumenical organi-
zations in Highland Park and other community
causes, including Boy Scouts and the Human Rights
Commission.
Throughout his ministry, Mr. Decker remained
interested in his alma mater and sent many stu-
dents from his churches to Hope.
Mr. Decker is survived by his wife Louise; two
daughters, Sondra Beede '60 and Sharon Mitchell;
and a son, Kurt.
S. Walter Kuipers '42 died on Feb. 23, 1982 in
Tucson, Ariz. A resident of Holland, Mich., Dr.
Kuipers was vacationing in Tucson.
A graduate of Wayne State Medical School, Dr.
Kuipers served in the U.S. Army and practiced
medicine in Holland from 1951 through 1981.
He was active in the Reformed Church in Amer-
ica and various professional organizations.
For several years he was a member of the Hoi- —
land Hospital Board of Directors. He was the Hope
Class of 1942 class representative.
He is survived by his wife, Gladys; two sons,
Mark and John; a daughter, Jean; and two sisters,
Agnes Sterenenberg and Dorothy Smith.
A
Alden J. Stoner '50 died on Jan. 21, 1982 in
Holland. Mich.
Career Change Workshop
for Hope College Alumni
Friday and Saturday, June 11 and 12
on the College Campus
This workshop offers you the opportunity to explore — in an intense, hard-
working, yet non-threatening environment — many of the answers to the
questions that you have been asking about yourself and your career
direction.
Darlys Topp, director of the Career Center, and Dale Austin, director of
placement services, Hope College will conduct this workshop designed for
persons who are considering changing career fields, re-entry into the work




Workshop Introduction 2:30 PM
Adult Deuelopment Stages 3:00 PM'
And Self Exploration
A brief presentation on the developrpental stages of adults will be
given, with workshop exercises covering the exploration and
assessment of personal values, interests and skills of the
participants.Dinner 6:00 PM
Phelps Hall Cafeteria
Career Exploration and Decision Making 7:15 PM
A brief presentation on various occupational categories will be
given. In addition, participants will explore various occupational
options in the Hope Career Library, and participate in exercises
designed to facilitate career decision making.
SATURDAY
Altematiues to Teaching 9:00 AM
Designed for the (ex) teacher who needs a career change or has
been the victim of depressed economic circumstances, this
workshop will explore corporate, agency, and organizational
opportunities as well as identify teaching options outside of
traditional school systems.
Job Market Analysis 9:00 AM
This session will provide a broad overview and analysis of the
current employment market for botfrMichigan and the rest of the
country.
"The Paper View of You": The Resume 10:30 AM
This workshop presents the basic concepts in the preparation of
resumes and cover letters. Topics include the importance of
individual content and format to emphasize personal strengths,
skills, and goals.Lunch Noon
Phelps Hall Cafeteria
Creatioe Job Hunting 1:00 PM
This workshop is designed for those who have an idea for their
career choice and desire strategies for getting an interview.
"Sweaty Palms": Surviuing and ~ 1:00 PM
Enjoying (!) the Interview
This workshop demonstrates the various types of interviews a
student might encounter, the psychological preparation required
of the participant, and the overall procedure normally followed in
most interviews. Also included will be a practice interview session
in which the participant will respond (and be scored) to the most
frequently asked employer questions.
Creative Job Hunting (see above) 2:15 PM
"Sweaty Palms": Surviving and _ 2:15 PM
Enjoying (!) the Interview (see above)







Do you intend to make use o< housing facilities- (Included in registration cost)?—
Full remittance must accompany ail reservations- Checks made payable to Hope College. Registration
deadline is May 26.
Return to: Mr. Dale F. Austin
Director of Placement Services
Hope College
HoUand, MI 49423
Not everything is so rough-going dyring the
annual Alumni Association golf outing which
will be held Thursday, July 29 at the Holland
Country Club. Event includes sumptuous din-
ner open to non-golfers as well.
Summer at the Dow
GENERAL INFORMATION
Location — Dow Health and Physical Education Center, Hope College campus.
Facilities — Dow Center includes three basketball courts, running track, weight room,
swimming pool with diving area, and modern dance studio. Lockers and
, showers available. '
Additional Information— Call the Program Director, George Kraft, or each activity
director 616-392-5111, ext 3270.
BASKETBALL SCHOOL
(Boys and Girls)
Director: Glenn Van Wieren, Head Basketball
Coach, Hope College
Dates: June 21-July 2 (excluding Saturday and
Sunday)
Cost: $35
Age Groups and Daily Schedule:
8:00-1 0:d0 AM — Boys entering 5th and 6th
grades
10:00-12:00 Noon — Boys entering 7th grade
Noon-2:00 PM — Boys entering 8th grade
2:00-4:00 PM — Boys entering 9th grade
4:00-6:00 PM — Girls entering 9th-12th grades
Staff:
Marj Snyder — Women’s basketball coach
Russ DeVette — Former head basketball coach
Glenn Van Wieren— Coach' of MIAA Champion
Flying Dutchmen
Clinicians: ^
Mickey Phelps — Basketball coach, Kentwood
High School




Director: Gregg Afman — Head soccer coach, Hope
College
Dates: July 26-30
Cost: $35 (includes ball for every player to keep).
Age Groups and Daily Schedule:
8:00-10:00 AM — Boys entering 4th, 5th and 6th
grades
10:00-12:00 Noon — Boys entering 7th, 8th and
9th grades
12:30-2:30 PM — Girls entering 5th and 8th
grades (tentative, pending enrollment)
SWIMMING PROGRAM
(Boys and Girls)
Dates: Two two-week sessions: June 14—24,
June 28-July 8
. Cost: $13 >
Age Groups: For children going into lst-6th
grades. Students are divided by ability level, not
age.
Daily Schedule: Eight 50-minute sessions (Mon-
day-Thursday) are offered during the dates
noted above.
June 14—24
8:00- 8:50 AM Beginners
9:00- 9:50 AM Beginners
10:00-10:50 AM Advanced Beginners
11:00-11:50 AM Beginners
June 28-July 8
9:00- 9:50 AM Beginners
10:00-10:50 AM Advanced Beginners
11:00-11:50 AM Intermediate
Delicious ice cream is just one of the delights
of Village Square which this year will be held
Friday, August 6.
Conferences Mean No Off-Season at Hope
Spider specialists and shutterbugs. Tuba
players and handbell ringers. Car dealers and
clergymen. These are just a few of the thou-
sands of people who have spent time on
Hope's campus for summer conferences.' '
For the past eight years Hope has opened
up its buildings and grounds to a wide variety
of groups, ranging in size from 25 to 1,500.
Last summer alone, 4,680 people representing
35 different groups kept Hope's campus lively
during what used to be its off-season.
A big asset which Hope offers in the fast
growing campus conference business is expe-
rienced personnel. Vem Schipper and Mary
Kempker, who together manage both Hope's
conference planning and alumni programs, by
no means view the College's involvement in
conferences as "moonlighting."
"If a college becomes involved in an ac-
tivity like conference planning, then you have
the moral obligation to be what you say you
are — and then deliver the services," Schipper
insists.
Both Schipper and Kempker bear year-
round titles which reflect their dual areas of
responsibility. During the busy summer
months student interns help insure that a
member of the conference planning staff is
available around the clock. ,
A summer conference generally lasts less
than five days, but planning begins months in
advance. Kempker and Schipper are experts in
giving guidelines, helping coordinate con-
ference schedules, and anticipating needs.
They offer help with registration procedures,
menu planning and reserving audio-visual
equipment and the personnel to operate it.
The two are also well acquainted with the
finer points of conference hospitality— open-
ing suitcases whose keys have been left home,
opening cars whose keys have been left in-
side, doing minor car repairs and even re-
trieving laundry left soaking long affer the
conference has ended. "We haven't delivered
any babies — yet!" says Schipper, but they
have handled many other small and large
crises with professional aplomb. (And they do
have 10 cribs on hand.) Schipper notes that
the same emergency and medical support sys-
tems provided for Hope students are available
to conference-goers.
Kempker has organized the College's con-
ference program to insure maximum service
withput the unpleasant surprise of unantici-
pated costs. The resources of the College —
audio-visual equipment and personnel, faculty
experts who can serve as guest speakers or
reference people, the word-processing center,
secretarial services, transportation for large
and- small groups — are itemized in advance on
a rates sheet.
Other advantages Hope has to offer are
facilities and location. Hope's campus has
been spruced up considerably in recent years
and its beauty is enhanced during the sum-
mer with flower beds and flowering trees and
shrubs. The four-year-old Dow Health and
Physical Education Center provides con-
ference-goers with the chance to stretch their
limbs with indoor swimming, running, hand-
ball, and other sports activities. Six public
tennis, courts are right next to this facility.
Those who prefer to exert less energy dur-
ing conference free-time are well served by
Holland's downtown shopping distria, just
two blocks from campus, and several lovely
city parks which also are within walking dis-
tance. Sunsets over the lake and semiprofes-
sional, on-campus theatre are some of the
locale's special summer evening attractions.
Kempker says the quality of Hope's food
service also has been important in building
the conference business, and it's an area she
bed that isn't exactly to their preference, and
they'll forget it. But give them bad food, and
they'll talk about it for the next five years."
People attending conferences at Hope can
be assured of good eating in many modes,
Kempker assures. Countless menu selections
are available, making it possible to build a
meal around everything from the good old
B.L.T. to a steak & lobster entree. In addi-
tion, meals can be served in outdoor locations
to tie in with conference activities, such as a
picnic at the beach or a visit to Holland's
famed Windmill Island.
While Hope's conference program offers
many benefits to conference-goers, it's ob-
vious that it also has benefits for the College.
Not only has it brought in income, it also has
resulted in more efficient, year-round use of
maintenance and food service personnel. In
addition, says Schipper, the program helps
Hope make new friends.
"We're bringing groups to the campus
which we as a College community can relate
to in a new way. When people who are here
for a conference have a good experience, then
they'll go away with good things to say about
Hope as an institution. We're creating an-
